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Abstract
An alternative to the Kutta condition for determining the circulation around a bluff
airfoil in unsteady, separated flow is presented. For such flows, there is a need for a
practical criterion which would avoid the detailed boundary layer calculations and would
predict the time evolution of the airfoil circulation based on the external potential flow
only.
This criterion would play for unsteady, separated flows the role that the Kutta
condition plays for flows past thin airfoils. It turns out to be a criterion for predicting
the location and movement of the "separation points", because they determine the net
vorticity flux shed into the wake and thus the rate of change of the airfoil circulation.
The laminar, two-dimensional flow about a bluff airfoil at angle of attack, when the
external flow oscillates at a high reduced frequency is considered.
At high frequencies, the vorticity generated as the wall resists the imposed unsteadi-
ness is confined to a thin layer near the blade surface ("Stokes layer") and its contri-
bution to the displacement thickness is proportional to an inverse power of the reduced
frequency and thus small. Outside this region, the unsteady part of the boundary layer
velocity is approximately the external potential oscillation. Based on this observation
and following C.C. Lin, the boundary layer velocity can be divided into two coupled
velocity distributions, one predominantly oscillatory ("Stokes velocity") and another
predominantly steady ("Prandtl velocity"). The main contributor to the displacement
thickness is the latter. Therefore, separation, identified by a dramatic increase in the
displacement thickness, can be located by calculating the evolution of the "Prandtl
velocity"and finding where the latter bifurcates.
Stratford's ideas, modified to account for unsteadiness in the "Prandtl velocity"
(arising through the coupling of the "Prandtl" to the "Stokes" flow by the no-slip
condition on the wall and Reynolds-stress terms in the momentum equation), lead to
a criterion for unsteady separation that uses as only inputs parameters of the external
flow and avoids a detailed boundary layer calculation.
The airfoil circulation is calculated by an iterative method which calculates how the
interaction between the airfoil and its wake affects separation.
An ellipse is adopted as a study case, and results are presented for varying angle
of attack, ellipse slenderness, reduced frequency, and strength of unsteadiness. In the
limit of a very slender ellipse, the theory recovers the results from the classical unsteady
wing theory, which assumes the Kutta condition.
The theory predicts that there exist two limits for the mean value of the circulation.
The upper limit is the value of the circulation for which the trailing edge becomes a
stagnation point (rKutta). The lower limit is the value of the circulation in steady flow
(rHowarth).
The pressure-side "separation point" for all practical purposes can be considered
fixed, even at small angles of attack. On the other hand, the "separation point" on the
suction-side oscillates with amplitude proportional to the strength of the flow unsteadi-
ness, and inversely proportional to the reduced frequency. When the reduced frequency
increases or the strength of flow unsteadiness decreases, the trajectory of this "separa-
tion point" shrinks and tends toward the position of steady separation. Since the mean
location of the suction-side "separation point" controls the mean value of the circu-
lation, and the amplitude of its excursion determines the amplitude of the oscillatory
component of the circulation, the above trends explain how the circulation responds to
changes in the flow unsteadiness.
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Introduction
1.1 Survey of previous work and connection to the present
work
In flow past streamlined airfoils or cascade blades, use of the Kutta condition as a
part of the potential flow calculation provides a means by which airfoil circulation (and
hence lift or mean turning) can be determined, thus eliminating the need for complex
viscous calculations. For bluff airfoils, however, this approach must be modified (Sears,
1976) so as to include the interaction between the body boundary layers and the wake
behind the body.
In the steady flow case, the airfoil circulation is determined by setting the net vortic-
ity flux leaving the airfoil equal to zero. The position of the separation points on both
top and bottom surfaces is calculated, taking into account the interference effect of the
wakes, and the airfoil circulation is chosen so that the external stream velocities at the
points of separation be equal. Howarth (1935) was the first to propose this method for
calculating the circulation about a thin elliptic cylinder in steady flow. Moore (1955)
used this method to find the circulation at the position of maximum lift (stall position)
Chapter .1
about an airfoil oscillating in pitch at low reduced frequency. Having calculated the
maximum lift by Howarth's method, Moore took the change in lift, measured from this
value, to be proportional to the rate of change in the angle of attack. The quasi-steady
motion of the separation points (based on a Karman-Pohlhausen integral method) gave
the net vorticity flux into the wake and consequently the lift hysteresis.
In the unsteady flow case, the rate of change of the airfoil circulation is equal to the
net vorticity flux leaving the airfoil. It is then necessary to determine the development
of the boundary layers on the airfoil, and in particular the location and the motion of
the separation points, because they determine the net vorticity flux into the wakes. The
calculation, in addition to the unsteadiness of the incoming flow, must also take into
account the interaction between the airfoil and its wake.
The principal goal of this work is to determine how a bluff airfoil interacts with its
own wake, by developing a simple method for finding the location and movement of the
separation points.
In the case of steady boundary layers, remarkable success has been achieved by
Stratford in devising a simplified method for predicting the location of boundary layer
separation, for both laminar (Stratford, 1954) and turbulent (Stratford, 1957) boundary
layers. This method has originally been developed for cases in which the pressure re-
mains constant for some distance up to the origin of the x-axis, and then rises. Stratford
divided the boundary layer into two parts:
* In the outer part of the boundary layer the loss of total head due to viscosity is
small and taken to be the same as in Blasius flow.
* In the inner part of the boundary layer the convection terms are small and can be
neglected in the momentum balance.
The two velocity profiles are patched together and the requirement that the velocity
and its first and second derivatives match, leads to a relation which describes how the
wall stress r, changes with x:
dcp(xZd ' - 0.0108(1 - )(1 + 2L)
where, rf is the wall stress of the Blasius flow at the position x. The location of steady
separation x, is the location where the wall stress vanishes. By letting r, = 0 in the last
equation, Stratford found that the separation location x (in laminar flow) is given by:
d c )c, ( d )2 = 0.0108
The presence of a favourable pressure gradient from the leading edge to the suction peak
is taken into account by using the "equivalent constant pressure region" (see Kuethe &
Chow, p.p. 331-335, also Smith, 1975, p.p. 509-515). Curle & Skan (1957) modified the
constant in the above relation to 0.0104 and achieved remarkable accuracy in predicting
the location of separation for 7 types of flows. In Rosenhead (1963, p.p. 329-331), the
actual separation position for these flows, given either by experiments or by numerical
calculations, is compared to the prediction of Stratford's model, and to 5 other approxi-
mate methods for locating separation, based either on integrated forms of the boundary
layer equations or on division of the boundary layer into inner and outer layers which
are then joined together. The comparison shows that Stratford's criterion is the most
accurate prediction method.
Stratford's procedure avoids detailed calculation of the boundary layer development
by using in the prediction of the separation location key flow properties that control
boundary layer behaviour. For that reason it is used effectively in refining airfoil design
(Smith, 1975). If the airfoil profile is such that the boundary layer at every position is
on the verge of separation, the drag is minimized. This profile can be calculated from
Stratford's relation. In Smith's paper it is demonstrated that the Stratford pressure
distribution is the path of least drag connecting two given pressure values (even if at
the end of this distribution, the pressure has to jump in order to match the second
value).
Early in our research on this topic, we decided to apply Stratford's idea to the
prediction of steady lift versus incidence on bluff bodies where the Kutta condition
cannot be expected to apply. In particular, we applied this procedure to the prediction
of the lift on an ellipse at various angles of attack, a problem first discussed by Howarth
(1935). We discovered that Stratford's criterion worked very well indeed for such an
application and we were able to duplicate Howarth's results right up to the stall of
the ellipse. The calculation was done for both turbulent and laminar flows. Thus,
this approach, based on Stratford's separation criterion, seems to provide a means of
determining airfoil performance with almost the same ease as the Kutta condition, at
least in steady flow. The next step was to investigate whether a similar method could be
devised for unsteady flow. In particular, we considered an important class of unsteady
flows: flows past bodies with external velocity oscillating about a nonzero mean. This
situation arises when either the farfield velocity oscillates in magnitude and direction,
or the airfoil executes a maneuver which can be decomposed to a combination of a
translatory and a rotational oscillation.
We first consider this general case, analyze the boundary layer (chapter 2), and derive
a criterion for unsteady separation (chapters 3, 4). In the applications of chapters 6
and 7 (the airfoil-wake interaction problem) we take the farfield velocity to oscillate in
magnitude only; cases, where the direction of the freestream velocity changes, can be
treated in a similar manner (see section 8.2).
For oscillating flows we can distinguish between two types of time scales:
* The time scale in which the changes in flow properties which are caused by the
imposed unsteadiness become significant, Texternal = .
* The time scales intrinsic to the flow; these are:
- the convection time scale, Tconvection = c, where c is the airfoil chord, and U
the mean of the freestream velocity,
- the diffusion time scale, Tdiffusion = L2, where 6 is the thickness of the vortical
layer formed as vorticity simulatanously diffuses away from the airfoil surface
and is convected downstream by the mean part of the external velocity,
- the acoustic time scale, Tacoutic = -, where a is the speed of sound.
The ratio of the external to the convective time scale determines whether the imposed
unsteadiness causes significant changes in the flow properties during the passage of a
flow particle by the airfoil:
A2 WC
U
This parameter is called the reduced frequency, and measures the importance of un-
steady effects compared to quasi-steady effects. Examples of periodic flows and the
corresponding values of reduced frequency are (Landahl, 1987, course on Unsteady
Fluid Mechanics):
* Phugoid motion: A2 = 0.001 - 0.1
* Flutter: A2 = 0.1 - 0.3
* Helicopter rotors undergoing periodic changes in velocity and angle of attack:A2 =
0.5 - 1.5
* Rotor-stator interaction: A2 = 3 - 9. An estimate for the reduced frequency
associated with this type of unsteadiness proceeds as follows.
A stator blade within one period of the shaft rotation, Trotation, cuts through nblades
wakes of the upstream rotor. Therefore, the period of the induced unsteadiness is
T = Trotation/nblades, and the frequency of the phenomenon is w = Wrotationnblades-
If the blade spacing is s, and the radius is r, then 27rr = nblades8 . If the rotational
speed of the blade is V, we express the reduced frequency as:
2  WC tationblade Wrotation r tation
r  C
U U U r
nblades
V c Vc
= U 2 = 2 -- 2r
U 2,r Us
nblades
Since U % 1, and 0.5 < < 1.5, then 3 < A' < 9. In this range of reduced
frequencies both unsteady and quasi-steady effects are important. In the high A2
end of this regime, unsteady effects start to dominate. In chapter 2 we analyze
the dual character of the flow (steady-unsteady) for high reduced frequencies and
show that the two components can be distinguished from each other.
* Upstream influence of the potential field of the downstream row: 1 < A2 < 10
(Greitzer, 1984, pp. 7, 44).
* Inlet distortion: A2 < 0.1.
In this work we consider laminar, incompressible, two-dimensional flows, with ex-
ternal velocity oscillating at high reduced frequency according to the law:
Ue(z, t) = Te() + U(z)ei(wt+4)
In our analysis we consider the general case, where the phase of the external oscillation
is a function of the streamwise position, 4 = O(x), and the unsteadiness has the form
of a travelling wave.
The general unsteady boundary layer equations can be applied to the problem.
However, the difficulty for carrying out a general analysis is great, because of the inertia
terms in the equation of motion. These terms give rise to periodic variations at higher
harmonics of the frequency of the oscillating external stream.
Lighthill (1953) was the first to investigate the problem. He considered the lami-
nar boundary layer in two-dimensional flow past a cylindrical body, when the external
velocity oscillates according to the law:
Ue (, t) = Uo(X)(1 + ceiwt)
He studied both the low and high reduced frequency cases. The solution expanded in
powers of E is:
u(z, y, t) = u0(z, y) + •tu (z, y)eiwt
where ul is a complex quantity and (as in the rest of this work) only the real part of
the complex expressions has physical meaning.
* For low reduced frequency the unsteady part of the velocity is written as the sum
of a quasi-steady component in phase with the free stream, and a component
which is 900 out of phase.
u(X, y, t) = uo(x, y) + E(tuq-s(, y) + iwU2 (z, y))eiwt
The quasi-steady component uq-,(z, y) is the coefficient of E in the velocity distri-
bution for steady flow with incident stream velocity Uo(1 + E). Lighthill assumes
that the second component, u2, has a Pohlhausen profile and by inegrating the
governing equation over the thickness of the boundary layer, finds that it satisfies
the equation:
u2 Uo 16
ay 2
where 60 is the displacement thickness of the steady flow driven by the mean part
of the exernal velocity (in what follows we shall call this flow "basic flow"). Thus,
us is independent of w. In conclusion, the unsteady part of the boundary layer
consists of a part depending on the instantaneous stream velocity, and a part
depending on the stream acceleration. The skin friction at any instant is:
a u=o + iwtp aU,) = o i 1ro Uo) (1.1)14-5l,,=o+ ae Y=O) = To + ,oW,'o ( 2•,'+ i 0,,,oo)(1.1)
* When the external flow oscillates at a high reduced frequency, the only terms
retained in the equation governing ul are the terms involving w and the derivative
of highest order. This equation is identical to the equation for "shear-waves",
boundary layers which oscillate about a zero mean. The solution is
U1 = CUo(Z)(1- e-CV )eWt
The skin friction is
/a ju=o + ceiwtpUo w
Thus, the amplitude of the skin friction oscillations increases with reduced fre-
quency, and its phase leads that of the fluctuations in the external velocity by
450. In section 2.5 we show that, when the boundary layer velocity is expanded
into powers of 1/A, Lighthill's result is the lowest order unsteady component of
the boundary layer velocity.
Finally, Lighthill joins the high and low frequency approximations at the frequency, for
which the phase lead of the skin friction (1.1) rises to its high frequency limit of 450.
This frequency is
3ro"
pUo 65
It turns out that for this frequency, the skin friction amplitudes of the two approxima-
tions also agree.
In our work we have adopted the analysis due to C. C. Lin (1956) and his student
Gibson (1957), which is valid for high reduced frequencies and (unlike Lighthill's linear
theory) is not restricted to small amplitudes of oscillation. This analysis is based on
the observation that, for high reduced frequency of the external oscillation, the local
acceleration is much larger than the unsteady part of the convection of momentum (this
is same idea that underlies Lighthill's analysis of the high frequency oscillation). Then,
to a first approximation the fluctuating part of the motion can be treated as in Stokes
flow (Stokes's second problem).
The vorticity generated by the flow unsteadiness is confined to a thin layer near the
blade surface ("Stokes layer"). In the rest of the boundary layer, the unsteady part
of the velocity is equal to that of the external oscillation. In addition to the "Stokes
layer", another vortical layer develops as vorticity simultaneously diffuses away from the
surface and is convected by the mean part of the external velocity ("Prandtl layer").
Gibson (1957) divides the flow into "Prandtl flow" (driven by the time-mean part of the
external flow) and "Stokes flow" (driven by the the oscillating part of the free-stream
velocity). The two velocity distributions satisfy a system of coupled equations which
add up to the unsteady boundary layer equation. Far from the airfoil, the "Prandtl" and
the "Stokes" velocities tend to the time-mean and the oscillating part of the free-stream
velocity, respectively.
The "Stokes flow" has a non-vanishing mean component on the airfoil surface, a
property created by steady streaming (Schlichting, 1979). This non-vanishing mean ve-
locity on the airfoil surface is cancelled out by the "Prandtl flow". The no-slip condition
provides the strongest coupling between the two velocity distributions. Expansion into
powers of the small parameter 7 yields the velocity to the desired accuracy.
This approach offers the opportunity to develop a criterion for predicting separa-
tion in the unsteady case. According to the classical generic definition of separation
of Landau and Lifshitz (1959), valid for both steady and unsteady flows, separation is
the dramatic increase in the normal component of the velocity in the boundary layer,
or equivalently the dramatic increase in the displacement thickness. It turns out that
the contribution of the "Stokes layer" to the displacement thickness is bounded by
I , which means that the "Prandtl layer" can be used to identify andNreduced frequency
locate separation. Whereas the "Stokes velocity" is analytic, the normal "Prandtl ve-
locity" reveals the expected dramatic increase near separation by manifesting singular
behaviour in x (compare Sears, 1976).
In a steady boundary layer, reversal of the flow is always associated with separation.
In chapter 3 we show that, in high frequency flows, the dominant component of the wall
shear originates from the "Stokes flow" and is oscillatory. Therefore, temporary back-
flow and sign reversal of the wall shear stress in unsteady flow are not associated with
separation as experimental findings indicate (Despard 1971, Koromilas 1980, Mezaris
1987).
Proper treatment of the singularity in v, and in i leads to two conditions for
unsteady separation. According to them, the "separation point" is seen as a point of
bifurcation of the "Prandtl velocity" by an observer who moves with a speed equal to
the difference between the speed of the separation point and the unsteady part of the
free-stream velocity. Such an observer sees the fluid particles being decelerated as they
approach the separation point. In order to satisfy continuity, they exchange u-velocity
for v-velocity and this causes the dramatic increase in the transverse velocity component
at separation.
Moore (1957), Rott(1956), and Sears(1956) proposed as conditions for unsteady
separation the simultanous vanishing of the shear and the velocity at a point within the
boundary layer and in a frame of reference moving with separation.
dzo au0
u = dt ' ay (z°.uo) = 0
In chapter 3 we discuss how the separation conditions that we propose relate to the
MRS conditions.
Sears and Telionis (1975) demonstrated that these conditions mark the appearance
of a singularity in the unsteady boundary layer equations. In chapter 3 we show that
the separation conditions which we propose lead to the appearance of singularity in the
"Prandtl flow", while the "Stokes flow" remains analytic.
An analogous situation arises in steady flow, where the steady boundary layer equa-
tions break down beyond the separation point (identified in that case by the vanishing
of the wall shear). The solution cannot be continued beyond the separation point if
the pressure gradient beyond separation is taken to be unaltered by separation and
equal to that given by the external potential flow. Sychev (1972) removed this sin-
gularity by discovering that the local interaction between the boundary layer and the
external inviscid flow creates a large local adverse pressure gradient (whose magnitude
is &e1/s times the magnitude of the imposed pressure gradient, and acts over a region
that includes the separation point and extends over a length Pe-3/s times the length
over which the imposed pressure gradient acts). This theory is known as "triple deck
theory". Sychev (1978) extended this theory to unsteady flows. The method of matched
asymptotic expansions that is used in that analysis requires the matching of 6 decks in
the neighbourhood of the moving separation point.
A major advantage to C.C. Lin's analysis of the boundary layer flow is that both the
steady and the unsteady components of the "Prandtl velocity" can be expressed in terms
of the steady flow driven by the mean part of the free-stream velocity ("basic flow")
and certain key unsteady flow parameters. Stratford's ideas, modified to account for
unsteadiness in the "Prandtl velocity" (arising through the coupling of the "Prandtl" to
the "Stokes" flow by the no-slip condition on the wall and terms that resemble Reynolds
stresses in the momentum equation), lead to a relation which describes how the wall
stress depends on x and key unsteady flow parameters.
This relation, combined with the two conditions for unsteady separation, yields a
criterion for unsteady separation, which uses as only inputs parameters of the external
flow and avoids a detailed boundary layer calculation. When the unsteadiness vanishes,
Stratford's separation criterion is recovered (see chapter 4).
The motion of the "separation points" on the airfoil determines the net vorticity
flux shed into the wake or, equivalently, the rate of change of the circulation around
the airfoil (Sears 1976). At the same time, the velocity induced by the wake vorticity
changes the external flow and thus the location of separation. The airfoil circulation
must be calculated by an iterative procedure which accounts for the wake effects on
separation (chapters 5, 7).
An ellipse is adopted as a study case, and results are presented for varying angle of
attack, ellipse slenderness, reduced frequency, and strength of unsteadiness.
Van Dommelen and Shen (1977) (see also Van Dommelen, 1981) offered a very
illuminating description of the unsteady separation phenomenon from the Lagrangian
point of view. A fluid particle is identified by its coordinates C, qr at t = 0. Particle
paths are functions of the initial position of the particle and time t: z = z(c, 17, t), y =
y(C, rl,t). The authors performed a numerical calculation, where they followed the
motion of particles that were situated at the nodes of a rectangular grid (see figure
(1.1)). The initial velocity profile was uo = f'(r)sin(C); vo = -f(rl)cos(c), where
-f(rq) is the profile of the normal velocity in the vortical layer of "stagnation point
flow" (the Hiemenz profile). Along the edge of the boundary layer, where f'(q) = 1,
the velocity distribution is the same as the external velocity in flow around a circular
cylinder. The motion of the fluid particles is governed by the usteady boundary layer
equations cast in the Lagrangian form. The numerical results indicated that z, u, ue,
and u, remain bounded, but yf, y,, and us tend to blow up at appoximately zo = 2. The
shape of the distorted lattice (see figure 1.1) indicates the appearance of a singularity in
the normal position y of the fluid particles in the Eulerian frame. As the singular point is
approached, zx and z, tend to zero. The vanishing of ýaZ=Zo implies that the position
xo is reached at the same time by different fluid particles (characterized by different C).
According to the description of the authors, the paricles run into an imaginary barrier
located at zo on which they accumulate. Since the flow is incompressible and the x
dimension of the fluid particles reduces to zero as they approach z0 , their y dimension
blows up, causing the breakaway of the flow.
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Figure 1.1: The deformation in time of an initially rectangular mesh marking the loca-
tion of the fluid particles. At t = 2.4 the separation location is identifed as a barrier
in the flow field against which the fluid paricles pile up being unable to continue their
motion downstream.
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1.2 Synopsis of the thesis
An alternative to the Kutta condition for determining the circulation around a bluff
airfoil in unsteady, separated flow is presented. For such flows, there is a need for
a practical criterion which would avoid the detailed boundary layer calculations and
would predict the time evolution of the airfoil circulation based on parameters of the
external flow only. This criterion would play for unsteady, separated flows the role that
the Kutta condition plays for flows past thin airfoils.
This criterion turns out to be a criterion for predicting the location and movement
of the "separation points", because they determine the net vorticity flux shed into the
wake. Based on this criterion, an iterative method is developed that calculates how the
interaction between the airfoil and its wake determines the airfoil circulation.
The laminar, two-dimensional flow about a bluff airfoil at angle of attack, when the
external flow oscillates in magnitude but not in direction at a high reduced frequency
is considered.
At high frequencies, the vorticity generated as the wall resists the imposed unsteadi-
ness is confined to a thin layer near the blade surface ("Stokes layer") and its contri-
bution to the displacement thickness is proportional to an inverse power of the reduced
frequency and thus small. Outside this region, the unsteady part of the boundary layer
velocity is approximately the external potential oscillation. Based on this observation
and following C.C. Lin, the boundary layer velocity can be divided into two coupled
velocity distributions, one predominantly oscillatory ("Stokes velocity") and another
predominantly steady ("Prandtl velocity"). The main contributor to the displacement
thickness is the latter. It is the velocity distribution related to the vortical layer which
develops as vorticity simultaneously diffuses away from the surface and is convected by
the mean part of the external velocity ("Prandtl layer"). Therefore, separation, identi-
fied by a dramatic increase in the displacement thickness, can be located by calculating
the evolution of the "Prandtl velocity".
The "separation point" is seen as a stagnation point in the "Prandtl velocity" by
an observer who moves with a speed equal to the difference between the speed of the
separation point and the unsteady part of the free-stream velocity. Stratford's ideas,
modified to account for unsteadiness in the "Prandtl velocity" (arising through the
coupling of the "Prandtl" to the "Stokes" flow by the no-slip condition on the wall
and Reynolds-stress terms in the momentum equation), lead to a criterion for unsteady
separation that uses as only inputs parameters of the external flow and avoids a detailed
boundary layer calculation. This view of the unsteady separation phenomenon agrees
with experimental findings which indicate that the temporary back-flow and the shear
stress reversal in the "Stokes flow" are not associated with unsteady separation. In the
limit of vanishing unsteadiness, the unsteady separation criterion reduces to Stratford's
citerion for steady separation.
The motion of the "separation points" on the airfoil determines the net vorticity
flux shed into the wake or, equivalently, the rate of change of the circulation around the
airfoil. At the same time, the induction of the developing wake changes the external flow
and thus the location of separation. The airfoil circulation is calculated by an iterative
method which uses the wake induction effects to locate separation. This closes the loop
of the airfoil-wake interaction problem.
An ellipse is adopted as a study case, and results are presented for varying angle
of attack, ellipse slenderness, reduced frequency, and strength of unsteadiness. In the
limit of a very slender ellipse, the theory recovers the results from the classical unsteady
wing theory, which assumes the Kutta condition.
The theory predicts that there exist two limits for the mean value of the circulation.
The upper limit is the value of the circulation for which the trailing edge becomes a
stagnation point (rKutta). The lower limit is the value of the circulation in steady flow
(rHowarth). While the pressure side "separation point" for all practical purposes can be
considered fixed, even at small angles of attack, the "separation point" on the suction
side oscillates with amplitude proportional to the strength of the flow unsteadiness, and
inversely proportional to the reduced frequency. When the reduced frequency increases
or the strength of flow unsteadiness decreases, the mean location of this "separation
point" tends to the position of steady separation. Since the mean location of the suction-
side "separation point" controls the mean value of the circulation, and the amplitude
of its excursion determines the amplitude of the unsteady part of the circulation, the
above trends explain how the circulation responds to changes in the reduced frequency
or in the strength of the unsteadiness.
1.3 Overview
In chapter 2 we discuss how the flow in a boundary layer with a rapidly oscillating
external flow can be divided into two velocity distributions, and we determine these
velocity distributions by expanding the velocity into powers of the small parameter
1/A2 and then by solving for its mean and oscillatory component.
In chapter 3 we explain why one of the two velocity distributions is primarily re-
sponsible for separation, and derive the conditions for unsteady separation.
In chapter 4 we derive from the above conditions a practical criterion for predicting
unsteady separation by modelling the boundary layer flow.
In chapter 5 we describe how the airfoil interacts with its wake, how the force and
moment are calculated, and how the method is implemented on the computer.
In chapter 6 we apply our separation criterion to test cases and compare its predic-
tions to experimental results.
In chapter 7 we make the connection between. the separation trajectory predictions
and the trends in the aerodynamic forces, when certain unsteady flow parameters are
varied.
In chapter 8 we put all the above into perspective, and make suggestions (as well as
give a few starting points) for future research.
Chapter 2
Flow in a boundary layer with a rapidly
oscillating free-stream velocity
2.1 Assumptions
We consider the laminar, incompressible, two-dimensional flow about a bluff airfoil,
at angle of attack (see figure (2.1)). The external flow oscillates about a nonvanishing
mean at high reduced frequency (A2 = » > 1). The amplitude of the oscillation is
arbitrary, since the analysis is nonlinear.
The conditions for incompressibility are: M < 1 and MA2 = _ < 2~r. The first
condition requires that the speed of sound a be lage compared with the speed of the flow.
The second condition can be rewritten as: < 1, and requires that the period of the
imposed oscillation T be large compared to the time the sound takes to travel over the
length of the body. Under these conditions we can neglect that disturbances propagate
at finite speed; then changes in the boundary conditions affect instantaneously the whole
flow, as if the velocity of sound were infinite.
2.2 The division of the flow-field
We ignore the displacement effect of the thin boundary layer on the external flow.
The streamlines follow the airfoil contour up to the locations of separation (one on each
side of the airfoil), where they break away from the contour. At these locations, the
vorticity which is generated on the surface of the airfoil, leaves the airfoil and is shed into
its wake. The wake is bounded by two free streamlines that emanate from the edge of the
boundary layer at the separation location on the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil
(see figure (2.1)). The velocity induced by the vortical wake is added to the velocity of
the oncoming stream to give the external velocity distribution. This external velocity
distribution determines the location and motion of the separation points (see chapter
4) which in turn determine the development of the wake. This interaction between the
airfoil and its wake is calculated by an iterative procedure, which we present in chapter
5. Taking the external velocity distribution as given by such a calculation, we proceed
to analyze the boundary layer flow.
The general unsteady boundary layer equations can be applied to the problem.
aU a a 22 u aU aU
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These are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations by neglecting the curvature of the
airfoil, the variation of the pressure across the boundary layer, and the streamwise
diffusion. The inertia terms in the general equation of motion make an analysis based
on that equation extremely hard, because they give rise to periodic variations at higher
harmonics of the frequency of the fluctuating external stream.
But when the reduced frequency of the external oscillation is high, the local accel-
eration is much larger than the unsteady part of the convection of momentum. Then,
to a first approximation the fluctuating part of the motion can be treated as in Stokes's
flow (Stokes's second problem). An approximate analysis due to C. C. Lin (1956) and
his student Gibson (1957), which is based on the above observation, can be applied. In
the following we present Gibson's method of solution. It can be proven (Gibson, 1957,
pp. 52-54) that his approach is equivalent to C. C. Lin's method.
First we discuss some physical aspects of the problem that make this method of
solution possible. The free-stream velocity, U(z, t), has a mean component, U(z), and
an oscillating component, U(x, t).
Let us first consider the vortical layer that contains vorticity generated because the
no-slip condition on the airfoil surface resists the outer fluid motion at an average speed
U. This vortical layer expands into the outer flow as the vorticity generated on the wall
simultaneously diffuses away from the wall and is carried downstream by the external
flow. The time required for the vorticity, which is generated on the airfoil surface, to
62diffuse through a distance 6p is: diffusion time = j. On the other hand, the time
required for the vorticity to be convected through a distance c is: convection time = ,
where U and c are a reference time-mean speed and a reference length in the direction
of the flow.
Let us now consider the ratio:
rate of convection through a distance c _=--C
rate of diffusion through a distance bp
In steady flow these rates must balance, otherwise the boundary layer would either
shrink or grow fast (as in the case of, say, a body accelerating from rest, or downstream
of separation as we shall see later in chapter 3). From this we infer that the boundary
layer thickness associated with the mean flow, which we shall call "Prandtl thickness",
is on the order of:
1yC C
Let us now turn to the unsteady part of the flow, and consider the change of the
external velocity from U - U to U + U, which occurs in time on the order of 1. The
time required for viscosity to counter this increase in velocity is the diffusion time
By equating these time scales we find the thickness of a secondary layer ("Stokes layer")
within which, the oscillation is affected by viscous forces:
The ratio of the "Prandtl thickness" to the "Stokes thickness" is equal to the square
root of the reduced freqency:
b6. Uj= A
When the reduced frequency is high, the outer part of the boundary layer reacts to
the external oscillation in an inviscid fashion, because viscosity has insufficient time to
counter the change with time in the free-stream velocity.
When the reduced frequency is low, the vorticity which is generated as the wall
resists the imposed unsteadiness, is convected away and does not accumulate to form
a secondary layer of vorticity. Indeed, the rate of diffusion of this additional vorticity
which is approximately equal to the rate at which it is formed, 1, is much smaller than
the convection rate, -. In this case, the "Stokes layer" does not exist and the method
of "splitting the solution" fails, as we explain in Appendix A.
We now concentrate on the high frequency case. The boundary layer for most of
its thickness (from its outer edge y = bp to the edge of the secondary layer of vorticity
generated by the flow unsteadiness y = 8, ) responds to the external oscillation in an
inviscid fashion. The presence of the solid boundary changes the unsteady component
of the velocity from its potential value only within the secondary layer of vorticity. The
situation is the same as in Stokes's second problem. If this velocity field is subtracted
from the boundary layer velocity what remains is a velocity field of predominantly
steady charater, which at the edge of the boundary layer tends to the mean value of the
external veocity.
This motivates the division of the boundary layer velocity (u, v) into two com-
ponents: the "Stokes velocity" (u, v,), corresponding to the fluctuating component
U(z, t), and the "Prandtl velocity" (up, vp), associated with the mean component U(z),
of the external velocity, respectively:
Y = 00 : up = J(x),u, = tW(z, t)
At the wall, the two components together satisfy the no-slip condition
y = 0 : Up + u, = 0, vp = , = 0
In order to find how the momentum equation should be divided, let us examine the flow
in the region of thickness 6, - 6, that lies between the edges of the two layers. In this
region, the "Stokes flow " has attained its free-stream value:
aU
u, = U (, t), v,, = V, = -y (X, t) W(z, t)
W, represents the difference between the actual value of the normal external velocity,
V,, and the potential value, -yu (z, t), caused by the displacement of the free-stream
by the oscillation layer.
If we now express the velocity in this region as the sum of the "Prandtl velocity"
and the above value of the "Stokes velocity":
u = up+ U, v = vp +V.
and substitute it in the general momentum equation we get:
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After some cancelations, the momentum equation for the "Prandtl flow" reads:
au a2 a a a a a
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This equation is identically satisfied by the free-stream value of up = Uf(z). If we
subtract it from the general momentum equation, we obtain the equation for the "Stokes
flow":
au. a2 , a a a a
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+(Up + Vp, )(u, - ) = +z y t az
This equation is identically satisfied by the free-stream value of u, = U(z, t).
In summary, the system of equations and boundary conditions for the "Prandtl flow"
is:
4Up 49a a a a a a
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y = oo : up = U(Z); y = O : u, + u, = O,V , = o (2.1)
The effect of the "Stokes" on the "Prandtl flow" is described by the terms involving the
external velocity (U,V,), and by the coupling boundary condition at the wall.
The corresponding system for the "Stokes" flow is:
au, a2u a a Wa a
- -y2 + (u,~ + v,O-)u, +- V,) ]uPat Xy 8z ay )z ay
a a au NauU U U
+(up• + v -)(u, - ) = t +az ay at xz
au, av,+ =O
y= oo : u = (, t); y = O :u. + Up = O, V, = (2.2)
For most of the boundary layer thickness the "Stokes flow" is a potential oscillation,
because, at distances from the wall larger than 6, (the distance at which the vorticity
produced on the wall diffuses within time -), the unsteady flow does not realize that
there exists a solid boundary imposing the no-slip condition. It is in the thin region
0 < y < 6, that the "Stokes flow" becomes vortical. Since 6. <K 6p, we can simplify the
momentum equation governing the "Stokes flow" in the above region by substituting up
and vp with their Taylor series expansion about the point (z,0).
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Figure 2.1: The boundary layer structure when the external flow oscillates at high
reduced frequency
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2.3 The non-dimensional form of the equations
We introduce the following dimensionless variables and dimensionless functions:
,* z * * y , t*
pc 8, 6,
u (x*) y,,,t*) = - v- (x*) y*, t) = 6 ,, = r,
a (x *,yt*) = v;(*, ; (t*) y8, t*) = -V U
ref Uref 6s
U*(x*, t)- u(X,t) (*) = U)
Uref Uref
U(x, t)l* (X*, t*) Uef
Uref
V, (z, y, t) = Ureft s
C
Ua BUe* Uref ,p
--y - + W.( t*,J = C •U* 1 *[-y (*,t*)
where:
c is the chord of the airfoil,
Uref is a reference velocity, say the mean farfield velocity Uoo,
Re is the Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord,
bp = C is the "Prandtl thickness",
8, = is the "Stokes thickness",
and A = = f is the square root of the reduced frequency.
The non-dimensional form of the system (2.1) is:
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After dividing by UrefW and omitting the asterisks, we rewrite the above system as:
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We write the "Stokes" system (2.2) in non-dimensional form as follows:
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Dividing by Urefw and omitting the asterisks leads to:
au, a2u. 1 a a
at ay 2 +  { (u, + vo, )u, +
+ [(u,- U) + (, - V,) ]up +
+(up + Av, )(u - ) } = -- + "U
au, av,0
-8z y,
y, = oo : u, = -(z,t); y, = 0 : u, + up = O, v, = 0 (2.4)
Since A& < 1,= up and vp are replaced in (2.4) by their Taylor series
expansions, about the point (z, y, = 0):
00 n 00
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n=o n
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The boundary condition at the wall requires that vp(x,O) = 0, while up(z,O) # 0 is
allowed by the coupling condition. Of course, for the outer values of yp the "Stokes
flow" is simply the potential oscillation (U, V,).
I I
In Appendix B we describe how these substitutions lead to the following final form
of (2.4):
au, a 82u, 1 a( + up (x, 0))
at at a2  -( + up(, 0)) ax
a av, (
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By examining the systems (2.3), and (2.5) we see that the "Stokes" and "Prandtl" layers
interact in the following ways:
" They together satisfy the no-slip condition at the airfoil surface. This effect is on
the order of .
" The potential oscillation, (0(z,t), -y a (z, t)), and a smaller additional cross-
flow W,(z, t) emanating from the "Stokes" layer, transfer momentum within the
"Prandtl" layer (the situation is analogous to the creation of Reynolds stress in
turbulent flows and the generation of viscosity due to the Brownian motion of
molecules; velocity fluctuations in a background of shear flow create a stress; a
gradient of this stress accelerates the fluid). These effects have magnitudes on
the order of I, and -, respectively (see the third and the fourth term on the
left-hand side of the momentum equation (2.3)).
* The "Prandtl flow" near the wall convects momentum in the "Stokes layer". The
magnitude of this effect is on the order of - (see the last term on the left-hand
side of the momentum equation of (2.5)).
The terms:
1 a (U + up (X, 0))2 { -( + up(X, 0)) +9
a av, a+ [ (u, + up(, 0))+ + (v, + y, (X( 0)) ] (ut + up(Z,0)) )
also involve the "Prandtl" velocity, so we anticipate results that we derive in
section 2.4, and show that the terms involving up(x,0) and vp(z,0) are of order
higher than ..
In that section we prove that the zero-th order solution to the the "Stokes equa-
tions" is decoupled from the zero-th order solution to the "Prandtl equations".
The former is the "shear-wave" flow, a flow oscillating about a zero mean that
is driven by the unsteady part of the pressure gradient. The latter is the steady
boundary layer flow corresponding to the mean part of the external velocity and
consquently has the properties up,o(x, 0) = 0, and a'' (x, 0) = 0.ax
Thus, on the wall: up (x,0) = p,2 + and (x, 0) = (xz,) =19U,, + 0(•) p d ," 0 -2
- a (x, 0) + 0(), and the contribution of these terms to the momentum
equation (notice that they are multiplied by 1) is on the order of 0 (h).
In figure 2.2 we sketch the two velocity distributions at two different times t and t + T/2:
the "Stokes" velocity in the outer part of the boundary layer oscillates about a vanishing
mean. Inside the secondary layer of vorticity, the steady streaming (see section 2.6)
creates a steady "Stokes flow" (U,, 2) that does not vanish on the wall. The analysis
in section 2.6 reveals that on the wall, in addition to U,, 2 , the "Stokes flow" has a
nonvanishing unsteady component of the same order (u,,2). This unsteady component,
through the no-slip condition, generates an unsteady component of the same order in the
"Prandtl flow". Far form the wall, the steady character of the "Prandtl flow" prevails.
Ue(x, t)
+ up
+T/2
At the wall: u,,2 + Up2 = 0
Figure 2.2: A sketch of the two components of the boundary layer velocity at times
t and t+T/2. The "Stokes" velocity distribution at the outer part of the boundary
layer is purely oscillatory, but as it approaches the boundary its mean value is no longer
zero (due to steady streaming). The boundary condition at the wall creates a unsteady
component in the "Prandtl" velocity distribution which vanishes away from the wall.
2.4 The solution
We obtain the solution to the systems of equations (2.3) = (Sp) and (2.5) =- (S,) by
expanding up and u, into powers of1
00 1 001
ULP = F, 7-up n U8 E"I 8,n
n=-O 
n= O
At each level of approximation, we express the two velocity distributions in terms of their
mean and fluctuating part: up,n = U"p,n+Up,n, us,n = - ,n+U#,n, . We find the equations
for the mean flow by taking the time-average of the above systems: (Sp,n), (S,,,). Then,
we subtract those systems from the original systems and derive the equations that govern
the fluctuating part of the flow: (Sp,n), (S,,n),. The equations for the oscillating part
of the flow must be solved before the equations for the mean part of the flow (note for
example, that the equation for Up,2 involves Up,2).
Since the first power of the small parameter B does not appear in equations (2.3)
and (2.5), up,, = vp,1 = u,,1 = v,,l = 0.
For this reason we have omitted the systems : (Sp, 1), (Sp,1), ('S, 1), (S,, 1) in the
procedure of successive approximations.
We carry out the calculation of the flow field in the following steps:
,(1) : 0 (2.6)
at
a a a2 ,o  dU (2.7)o(1): i, )po - = - 7)a0 (1)y, ay d
_a1 ap, iU po u aaup,o0  aO( -up,o - - o+ p +  (u) (2.8)
T2 at az ax ax ay, ax
1 i,, ( a +9 a a a0( 2) ap, + (Sp,2 +V,o2  ) p,0 + p,0 + O p,
a u a 0 , a az ' , (2.09)
=-UP,2T- - U-j + YP a ayp (2.9)
0(1) a2,oO (1) ay2 0 (2.10)
au~, 0,o a2 U,0o aU
= 
(1) o (2.11)at ay 2  at (2.11)
1 as,2  a2u ,2 a a a
at a.y2 - U
a a +
- (,o - U) + (i,o - V) ] up,o(Z,0) - up,o(x,) (, o  ) (2.12)
1 a2aWo, ( + UPo(zo))
o(y)a2 
- (U +uP,o(x, o)) a(
-[ (i, + upo(x, 0))29 + (0,o + y,8 (xo 0))- 1 (U~,o + uP,o(X, 0)) (2.13)
The calculations of the following section result in a further simplification of the second
order "Stokes" equations because the terms up,o(z,0) and p(x, 0) are found to be
equal to zero.
2.5 Zero-th order approximation
We first consider the unsteady part of the "Prandtl velocity"
at
yp = 00 : p,o = 0
The solution is identically zero:
p,o = 0
I
Next we solve the equation for the unsteady part of the "Stokes flow"
au,,o a2U,,o a
=o
at ay - at
y, = oo, Us,o = ; Y8 = O, .,o = 0, "s,o = 0
This is the "Stokes's second problem" with solution:
sa,o = ~{ (1 - e-•' •)f } = t cos(t) - Oe-Y'/1 cos(t - YI)
1- e-u'v 2V.,0 = R (-y, + )I '}
where U is the amplitude of U. This is the unsteady part of the boundary layer velocity
in Lighthill's linear theory (1953, see introduction).
The steady part of the "Stokes velocity" is given by:
a2 --0
=0
y, = oo : ius,o = 0; y, = 0 : u,,o = 0
The solution is identically zero:
Ts,0o 0
The steady component of the "Prandtl velocity" is given by:
a a a2 p,0  dU(p,o + p,o p,),o aY d- = o0
y, = oo : UP,o = U; yp = 0 : Up,o = 0 , p,o = 0
We call the solution to (Sp,O) the "basic flow" (ub, vb) (up,o, vp,O). It is the velocity
distribution which corresponds to the steady free-stream velocity U(z). In the following
section,we use the "basic flow" as the building block to construct the full "Prandtl flow".
In conclusion, the zero-th order components of the two velocity distributions are
uncoupled; the "Stokes" velocity is purely oscillatory and the "Prandtl" velocity is
steady.
2.6 Second order approximation
The unsteady pressure gradient is composed of three terms:
Ogg 2a aUUU BU
a-_ = _- auu __ U- (2.14)
az at azx ax
The first term, which is the dominant term, drives the zero-th order component of the
"Stokes velocity", as we saw in the last section. The second and third term, drive the
unsteady "Prandtl" and the second order unsteady "Stokes" flow, respectively.
The unsteady "Prandtl flow" ('p,2, Vp, 2) is the solution to the equation (2.8):
1 , aU aUb aU aub a --( ): - uPo - + + -- (UU)2 at ax ,P ax ay, TX
According to this equation, the flow is driven by the second component of the unsteady
pressure gradient in equation (2.14), and by the purely oscillatory part of the gradient
of the Reynolds stress created by the potential oscillation (U, - au) in the background
of the shear of the "basic flow".
The above equation can be rewritten as:
a_,_ a aub aU
-= - ['(U - Ub)] + Ypat ax a yp ax
yp = 00 : p,2 = 0; yp = 0 : Up,2 + ',,2 = 0, ~p,2 = O
I
The solution is:
1 9 OuN auUPp,2 = ({ [U(U - b)] + } }  (2.15)
This unsteady "Prandtl velocity" does not reduce to zero at the wall because there
are no viscous terms in the momentum equation (2.8). The resultant slip velocity,
p,2(z,0) = (R{ az(UU) } , is balanced by the unsteady "Stokes flow" when the
coupling boundary condition at the wall is applied.
In the "Stokes" layer, the combination of the remaining component of the unsteady
pressure gradient in equation (2.14), and of the gradient of the Reynolds stress created by
the shear-wave oscillations, gives rise to (i,2, •,,2), which by viscous diffusion adjusts to
the wall boundary condition. The result of the previous section up,o(x, 0) = 80u(x, O) =
0 simplifies equation (2.12) to
0t aU 2 -- , a"", ,, ai-'- aua~,,2 2 ,2 U-$ds, - + ,0 U
at y  ay, ax
eit ay, = oo : u,,2 = 0; y, = 0: us,2 = -R~{ -.- ( ) },, 2 = 0i ax
By substituting in the above the calculated values of uo,, v~,o we obtain:
aU,2 -t a ,2 ( e-y',')2 i00'e22it
at ay2,
1 - e- it 2it
-(-ds + )V'0U Ue + O'*U eJ
= e-,.'(1 + y,')O0'e2it
eit dy,= oo :,,2 = 0; y, = 0: ,,2 (UU)
i dz
The solution is:
,2 = .e2s it- y ' ve s d
where the function f satisfies:
2f - d2f + yV•)d(y, Vt) 2
y,=oo:f=O; y,=O:f=O
Let Y 8 Nvl. A particular solution has the forri: fp = (A + Bý)e-f. Substitution in
the last equation yields: (A + 2B)e-f + BSe-f = e-'i+
, thus: f, = i(1 -p)e-.
The general solution is: fg = Ce-uy. +i(1 - yN/,)e-Yvi. Since f(O) = 0, C = -i.
In summary,
U8, 2 = { [-ie-*' + i(1 - y, V)e-.1]_* e 2it -e .d , t dx
The steady component of the "Stokes flow" is driven by the mean pressure gradient
of the external oscillation (U-), and by the gradient of the Reynolds stress created by
the shear-wave oscillations of the "Stokes flow":
a2-_8,,2 Iaas,o a,,o a_.
a 2 - -Us,0o 
- V8 0UsL,0 + U-
m I
If we use asterisks to denote the complex conjugates, the right-hand-side of the above
expression is written in complex notation as follows:
alxs,o ay ,o a
-u, -9 V0 ay, + Ua
ail- 1,o ai*,o  0I a,o + *au
-2 9 4 a ya , 2 ay
2=(- - e-v's) (1 - e-V.l '
1 1 - e- v r.
- -yi( )*]U'(vi-""')f
1 1- e-v_ * . 1 ,(-YU + )'(C Vie-,,* )* +- '4 , eJ - 2
- 2 - ie-, 2 + ie-r * e-u.UU' [ -e-,-v,4 + 2+i4 4 2
+1 + 1 y,ie*-Y 4 4
By performing the double integration from oo to y, we get:
,,2 _= [ -1 - 2i -v. + -1 + 2 ie - e-YRV2
4 4 4
+ e-yOev1 I + ,i e-ve2 4V• 2
If we let n , then the real part of the expression for i,, 2 is:
e1 -2n
U,2 = -UU'[ e-n(2cos(n) - 4sin(n)) -4 4
+ ne-"(2cos(n) 
- 2sin(n)) + e-" sin(n) ]
-1 cos(n)+ e-2n nU= '[ e-n cos(n) + - e-n(cos(n) 
- sin(n)) + 2e-" sin(n) ]
On the wall there is a non-vanishing u-component, which is responsible for generating
the steady Prandtl flow of order 1
3 -,dU 3 dUUi, 2 (x,O 0) U  =4i2 dz A 222 dz
l
The steady "Stokes flow" is related to the steady streaming (Schlichting, 1979). Schlicht-
ing considered the case of flow over a cylindrical body with an imposed free stream
velocity oscillating about a zero mean. Then, the Reynolds stresses associated with the
periodic flow create a mean flow at the edge of the Stokes layer (steady streaming) equal
to -U,, 2(x, 0). Inside the "Stokes layer" his solution is equal to i.,, 2(z, y,) - i,,2(z, 0).
The reason that the steady streaming appears either in the far field (as in Schlichting,
where U = 0), or on the body surface (as in our case, where U 5 0), is that only
one of the two boundary conditions can be satisfied: the velocity can vanish either on
the body surface or at infinity, respectively. The presence of a mean flow in our case
allows a nonzero "Stokes velocity" on the wall, which is counterbalanced by an opposite
"Prandtl velocity", so that the no-slip condition on the body is satisfied when the flow
is viewed as a whole.
The second order mean part of the "Prandtl flow" is given by:
ayp + (iIU,2 - + VP,2 )Ub + (UbL + Vb )tsp,2Y;, ax aP ax 49ayp
azU a u af p,2
y• = oo : Up,2 = 0; yp= O :, 2  U P,2 = 0
The second and third term of the momentum equation indicate that this flow is gen-
erated by the force which is created as the "basic flow" transfers momentum vertically
from the wall towards the external flow. The right-hand-side of the above equation can
be written as:
a9 U a p ,2  afa ,2  U aa,2-tp,2-- -U rp + Ya a5,, a= - - ,2u) + YP a a,
| I
According to (2.15) the unsteady "Prandtl velocity" lags the external fluctuating veloc-
ity by j. This means that
Uup,2 = 0
If we assumed the phase angle of U to be constant with x , then
,2 0
a8 a yp
In general, the presence of the wake (or possibly usteady motion of the airfoil for ex-
ample rotation) introduces a phase shift in U with respect to U-oo, which depends on
streamwise location:
U(x,t) = U(x) + f(x)ei(t+O(s))
Since we are interested in a region which spans 1-5 % of the airfoil chord (this is typically
the chordwise breadth of the separation point trajectory), we expect the phase angle
to be approximately constant in this range, and equal to the phase angle at, say, the
time-average location of the separation point O(x) s (zox(t)) - 0o. Thus, in calculating
the unsteady second order component of the Prandtl velocity we may assume that the
phase angle of the external velocity is constant, U(z,t) = U(z)ei(t+#o). We note that
this simplifying assumption is made only here; everywhere else we allow the phase angle
of U to vary with z.
The above system becomes:
Ubt-p,2 iSp, 2  aub a p,2 = 0
a a y, ay, ay2
3 , dU
Yp= o:Up,2=O; yp O:iip, 2 =--U- Vp,204 dX
y, = oo : Up,2 = o; yp = o. : p,s - -•^T- , Up,2 - o
Its solution has the form:
Up,2 = (h(z)xb), -p,2 = - (h(z)ub)
It obviously satisfies the continuity equation, the boundary condition at infinity, and
the boundary condition for Vp, 2 at the wall.
Substitution into the above equation yields:
dh aulb aUbab 82Ub a2Ub a aub 93UbUt + h + hub + vbh (hub) -d8 axp axa aa aaaY a2YP a•yP3
a b u  au  b 2u ab au b u Vb 8vb au
=h (Ub + vb )-h -h =0ay. aX ay a Yp2 aj. a9 ,Yp ayp
where the momentum and the continuity equations of the "basic flow" have been used.
The boundary condition at the wall is satisfied by the following choice of h(z):
h(x) = Up,2(X, 0) _ up,2(z,O) -0 ' d6__
a( x, 0) Tb (Z, 0) b(, 0)
The presence of (Up,2, p,2) can be interpreted as a vertical displacement of the "basic
flow" by the vertical distance n-T, because
S Up,2 h() aub h(z)
up - us + =ab 2 - (Z, Up + )A2 U A2 ayp A
In the case of an adverse pressure gradient, h(z) > 0, and the boundary condition
on the wall effectively "clips" a portion of height h(z)/A 2 from the "basic" velocity
profile. Thus the flow has a smaller mean displacement thickness (is more energetic)
than the "basic flow" (see figure (2.3)). For that reason, as we shall see in the examples
of chapter 6, the mean location of unsteady separation is displaced downstream of the
steady separation location.
Mean "Prandtl flow"
U,(X)
Up,O -M
3w o( , y
rp, 0(X, y
3 ~ae
Up,2(0)= -TUe2w ax
~i,(x, y) = UP,O(X, ) + ~U,2(x, y)
= U,o( x, y) + h(x) a u,0(x, y + h(x))
Figure 2.3: The addition of the second-order correction up,2 to the "basic flow" is
equivalent to a vertical displacement of the "basic flow". In an adverse pressure gradient,
the mean flow becomes more energetic.
T
Chapter 3
Unsteady separati
3.1 Conditions for unsteady separati,
Based on the analysis of the last chapter, we can exl
dimensional variables) as the sum of the following compor
8 Ub
rT,o,w =-
ayp
1 a Y ,21
Tp,2,w = 2 a-yp
~w = iip,2
A2 ay;
us,o
rT,ow = 1 OA
1 8 !/,, 2
h aub 3
A2 ay8 p 4A2
U aUb2
Say
__ 1 811,2 
-
A dy, A2
1 1+i 1-
,,z2, A = {[- + V(1 + i)] U' +-
V
'w = r1p, + r,,W
= u + O( ) + Av , + 1 1+iA 2
,The massfluxdefect is
The mass flux defect is
1-i 8a
ax ( U )} + 1 + 0 1ns/5 12
.,'•
am0=Ark= p (U - u)dy = p• + p-
P2 Uba yP
1
^7(
I
where 6* is the displacement thickness of the mean flow.
The "Stokes flow" contributes to r, a term on the order of O(A), whereas to Arh a
term on the order of O(i).
According to the classical generic definition of separation of Landau and Lifshitz
(1959), valid for both steady and unsteady flows, separation is the sharp increase in the
normal component of the velocity in the boundary layer, or equivalently the sharp in-
crease in the displacement thickness 8* and consequently in Arh. Since the contribution
of the "Stokes flow" to the displacement thickness is bounded by I, we must focus on
the "Prandtl" component of the flow in our effort to derive the conditions for unsteady
separation.
Furthermore, if we examine the momentum equations that govern the behaviour of
the first three components of the "Stokes flow", we see that they all are diffusion equa-
tions and thus they do not exhibit singular behaviour. On the other hand, the equations
for up,o and ip,2 are nonlinear equations similar to the boundary layer equation, which
is known to be singular.
In a steady boundary layer, reversal of the flow is always associated with separation.
As we have shown in the first paragraph of the present chapter, in high frequency flows
the dominant component of the wall shear originates from the "Stokes flow" and is
oscillatory. Therefore, temporary back-flow and sign reversal of the wall shear stress
in unsteady flow are not associated with separation, as experimental findings indicate
(Despard 1971, Koromilas 1980, Mezaris 1987).
The equation for the "Prandtl" component of the velocity is in non-dimensional
form:
au; 1 a2u a a a a++- [(u +  )U+ ( +  +* )U -
"tWe T ay* 2 -x* " ayp * * +y) * U*
a a ,_. a- U' *
+(U -* + !V* )u -y d- * a*] =
au; avp; 0
y* = oo :u = U (Z*); YP = 0 : + , = 0, v; = 0 (3.1)
Far upstream of the point of separation:
vp 1
up v/•
At separation, the flow breaks away from the wall. This means that the normal velocity
component becomes of the same order as the tagential velocity component,
vp ~ 1
up
and the ratio of the dimensionless velocity components becomes:
up up
Let us examine how the derivatives of the velocity components change in magnitude at
separation.
Far upstream: At separation:
8y; 8 ,;
~ 1 
_ - ,~ because v* increases by a factor of
a; , because; of continuity
O_; 1 , -! ~ /- R, because of continuity
Since the magnitude of up does not change at separation, we conclude from the last
asymptotic relation that:
a - V(3.2)
az*
Finally,
Far upstream: At separation:
1 because both v and - increase by a factor of /V/
According to (3.2), changes in the x-direction become very pronounced near separa-
tion (Shen, 1968); this means that the boundary layer equations fail, second x-derivatives
become important, and the equations that govern the flow are elliptic. Then there is
upstream influence, and in order to continue the solution beyond the separation point
one must find how the boundary layer flow, which is ejected into the external flow, alters
the imposed pressure gradient in the neighbourhood of separation. For steady flows,
the triple deck theory (Sychev, 1972) successfully explains this local interaction, which
extends over a region (surrounding the separation point) of length Re- 3 /8 times the
length over which the imposed pressure gradient acts, and creates a large local adverse
pressure gradient (of magnitude Re1/8 times the magnitude of the imposed pressure gra-
dient). An analogous comprehensive theory for unsteady separation does not exist (for
a first attempt see Sychev, 1978). But for all practical purposes, since the length of the
interaction region is expected to scale with an inverse power of the Reynolds number,
we can locate separation by finding the point (zo(t),yo(t)) where the boundary layer
equations become singular (as we shall prove in this chapter, the singularity appears in
the "Prandtl component" of the flow). The separation point in unsteady flow lies inside
the boundary layer whereas in steady flow lies on the wall and is the point where the
shear stress vanishes (Goldstein, 1948, found the form of singular behaviour that the
solution to the steady boundary equation exhibits at the vanishing point of the skin
friction).
If z* = z*(u*, v*, t*), yP = y;(u, v;, t*), t* = t*, are considered to be the indepen-
dent variables, then:
8v*
_z* 8v* act* dv t* _
= J(vp at* avp at* a;up* ay* at* at* ay; aS - Ci s* ay; B4y; 8X*
Near separation the magnitude of this expression is:
~ • , as z -+ xzo(t).
We drop the asterisks. In the rest of this section, all symbols represent dimensionless
quantities.
Let the x-component of the "Prandtl velocity" at the station of separation be
up(Zo(t), yp, t) E0 Uo(Yp, t).
Near the "separation point" the differences up - uo and zo(t) - x are small, and
zo(t) - z can be expanded in powers of up - uo.
Since 9 - 1 as up --+ u, the first term in this expansion is cu " , where c is
a constant coefficient of 0(1).
The expression for up - uo, if the first two terms in the Taylor expansion are retained,
is:
(z -zo(t))= U- + f(yPt)(u~ -
The negative sign on the first term of the right-hand-side indicates that the streamwise
velocity component decreases as x increases.
Up - UO + 4f (zo(t) - z) 1
p2f 2fy no2f
1 1
+ f Re + (zo(t) - )
p - UO = -EI(yS,t) + a(yp,t) C2(yp, t) + (o(t) - )
where: a(y, t)= C- , =1 1 1
(,t)  (yVThusc 2 =
Thus,
Up(Z, p,, t) = Uo(yp, t)+ a(y,t) 0 o(t) 
- z + ( )
From continuity:
avp au_ a (yp, t)
'ayp 2 zo(t) - z + ()
therefore,
up (yp,t) = b(y, t)
Vzo(t) - x + O()
where: b(yp, t) = fo(t) a(y, t)dy.
The dominant terms in (3.1) are those on the order of 1
\zo(t)-s+o( n) r
The terms in (3.1) that contribute to the dominant balance at separation are:
aa 1+ o(t) - + O( ))at Re"fw+ 
a(yp, t) dzo
2 zo(t) - x + 0(±) dt
-uP = - [uo + a(yp,t) o(t) - x + O() zt) -
atat
d z =
m I
payP
After multiplying by
b(yp, t) auo  aaa 1V.o(t) .- -x+ o() +I • zo(t) - + ()]
0zo(t) - 2 + O(a) P
8z 
- zo(t) - X + O()
xo(t) - x + O(A) and using the fact that: j = we get:
2 a dxo ab auo 9 abS -uo + b -U- =0
2 dt dy, ay, ay9
abo + -A2 = b
a Y dt ay, 3.3)
From (3.3) it follows that
b(yp, t) = C(t)[uo(yp,t) + U - 2 d•o
The expressions for the velocity components, valid as z -* zo(t), become:
up(z,, ,t) = uo(yp,t) + 2C(t) Y(yp, t) zo(t) - z + O(-)
v(z.V,.. t)= C(t) [uo(Yp,) + - A2dt J
(3.4)
'zo(t) - 3 + O( d)
Since, as we have seen in chapter 2, o(,) S r ) ( ) is finite, it is
reasonable to expect o,) to be finite in a region which extends from the wall to the
"separation point" (0 < y < yo(t)). Using (3.4),
au_ = -c(t)W
ax z=o(t) - x + )
This expression is finite at (zo(t), yo(t)) when
auo
a/ -= 0 (3.6)
At x = zo(t) for y > yo, vp - O up . On the other hand, vp must satisfy the boundary
condition at the wall, vp = 0 for yp = 0. Thus, there must exist a connecting region,
which extends from the "separation point" to the wall, where vp - up - 1. According
to (3.5), vp(-o(t), yo(t)) is finite if
uo(yo, t) + o - A2 do 0dt
Now we turn our attention to the equation for the "Stokes flow", and investigate whether
it imposes any additional conditions on the flow at separation.
au, aU a2U,
at at ay2
+T2 - U)T +
+' (UPa + A
8u, + v,
+ aY8: B y,
1 a a
+(uN + V8 )U, +
a
)(u - U) - T2 ax= 0VP
v,
y8 = oo : us = U(xt); y, = O :u, + u = O, v, = O
equation, the leading terms are those on the order of 1
Vzo(t)-Z+o()R
(u ) - = (U - ) (-a ) = -P
AVPa(u. -U) V a(u, - )
After multiplying (3.1) by (t) - + O(
After multiplying (3.1) by zXo W --X + -060
.b(u,. - ) a y
V/o(t) - X + o(Re)
b(yp, t) au,
VZo(t) - x + o(--) aY (3.8)
we find that the "Stokes flow" must
satisfy the following equation at separation:
- () = b -( -Y )
This equation is identically satisfied at (xo(t), yo(t))) because:
b(yo, t) = C(t)[uo(yo, t) + U - A' = 0dt
ab auoap 1,=Y=o = C(t) ayp IY,=Y = 0
In the momentum
i
(3.7)
according to (3.7) and (3.6) and no additional condition is imposed by the "Stokes flow".
Thus, there are two conditions for unsteady separation (see figure(3.1)):
auo
=-'0
ayp
uo(yo, t) + o - d = 0
This is the nondimensional form of the separation conditions. According to these,
an observer moving with a speed equal to the difference between the speed of the
separation point and the oscillating part of the free-stream velocity, sees a stagnation
point within the "Prandtl" velocity field (see figure (3.2)). Such an observer sees the
fluid particles being decelerated as they approach the separation point. In order to
satisfy continuity, they exchange u-velocity for v-velocity and this causes the dramatic
increase in the transverse velocity component at separation. At that location, fluid
particles originating from the wake penetrate the boundary layer and deflect it away
from the wall, thus invalidating the boundary layer approximation.
Moore (1957), Rott (1956), and Sears (1956) proposed as conditions for unsteady
separation the simultanous vanishing of the shear and the velocity at a point within
the boundary layer and in a frame of reference moving with separation. In dimensional
form these conditions are:
a I(zo,.o) = 0
dzo
dt
If we compare the MRS conditions to the separation conditions that we propose
for the high frequency case, we notice that the latter are obtained form the former by
I
replacing the boundary layer velocity u = up + u, by the sum up + Ue. This is because in
the "Prandtl velocity" (the only component of the boundary layer velocity developing
singularity) the "Stokes flow" is modelled by:
* the wall boundary condition
* the potential oscillation ( e, 2,) in the momentum equation
This modelling, on which we based the solution of the boundary layer equations, intro-
duces up + Ue instead of up + u, in the separation conditions.
As the reduced frequency increases, the separation point lies above the edge of the
"Stokes layer" (y.p > S,) and the two conditions are identical. According to the results
of chapter 6 this happens for all but the smallest value of the reduced frequency that we
have considered; for the smallest reduced frequency approximately half of the separation
trajectory lies within the "Stokes layer" (see figure 6.9).
UC (x)TT/ (.
Separation point : u=
up,
ay
up+ U, = 0
Figure 3.1: The "Prandtl" and "Stokes" velocity profiles at the instantaneous separation
location. The separation point is the point where the shear of the "Prandtl velocity"
vanishes. The speed at which the separation point moves is the sum of the local "Prandtl
velocity" and the unsteady part of the external velocity.
Ue - (Use - Ue)
Separation
(Xsep, Ysep)
Figure 3.2: The "Prandtl" velocity field at separation, as appears to an observer moving
with speed dO - U. The separation point is a stagnation point, created as wake fluid
penetrates the boundary layer and deflects it away from the wall.
Chapter 4
A criterion for predicting unsteady separation
4.1 Derivation of the criterion
We have shown in Chapter 3 that if the unsteady part of the free-stream velocity
oscillates at a high reduced frequency, the occurence of unsteady separation can be
identified by focussing attention on the behaviour of the "Prandtl" part of the flow as
the overall boundary layer develops along the blade surface. Furthermore, we have seen
in chapter 2 that the first two components of the "Prandtl" velocity distribution, up,o
and up,2 = Up, 2 + up,2, can be constructed by using the "basic velocity" (i.e. the velocity
distribution generated by the steady part of the external velocity; in fact up,o - ub) and
the unsteady part of the free-stream velocity.
If we can find how the "basic velocity" changes along the blade contour, then we
will be able to construct the whole "Prandtl velocity" using the former as the building
block, and to locate the separation point by solving the two conditions (3.6) and (3.7),
for zo(t) and yo(t). It is obvious that in order to calculate the development of the "basic
flow", we must concentrate on the steady part of the "Prandtl flow". In the momentum
balance we must consider the steady "Prandtl layer" as a whole: Up = ub + h(z) d (the
last term describes how the steady streaming affects the mean "Prandtl velocity"; as
we recall from chapter 2: h(z) = - AUU'/rb,,).
In order to find how the mean "Prandtl velocity" profile (and consequently ub)
changes with streamwise location under the influence of the adverse pressure gradient,
we use a variation of the ideas which led Stratford (1954) to his steady separation
criterion, and derive a new relation which describes how the wall stress r, changes with
x. The wall stress r,(z) determines the "basic velocity" profile ub(z, y) uniquely. Then,
as we mentioned in the above paragraph, we use ub (z, y) and parameters of the external
flow (steady and unsteady) to construct the whole "Prandtl velocity" up(z,y, t), and
use the latter in the separation conditions to locate unsteady separation.
Stratford in deriving his steady separation criterion divided the boundary layer into
two parts:
* In the outer part of the boundary layer the loss of total head due to viscosity is
small and taken to be the same as in Blasius flow.
* In the inner part of the boundary layer the convection terms are small and can be
neglected in the momentum balance.
Then he patched the two velocity profiles together and required that the velocity and
its first and second derivatives match. This led to a relation which describes how the
wall stress r, changes with x:
cP(x )- = 0.0108(1 - l) 2 ( 1 +2 )
where, ry is the wall stress of the Blasius flow, which is used in the modelling of the
outer part of the boundary layer (more details on this are given in the following pages).
The location of steady separation x, is the location where the wall stress vanishes. By
letting r, = 0 in the last equation, Stratford obtained the steady separation criterion:
dc
cp ( xE )2 = 0.0108dz
In the unsteady case, by modelling the development of the mean "Prandtl velocity", as
we have outlined above, we obtain an equation (4.14) which in functional form and in
nondimensional variables is:
F(z*7 dc U U*
F('*, -,) cP, ) • ) = 0
where, the velocities are nondimensionalized by the velocity at the suction peak Un,
and cp - 1 - (U*)2.
The instantenous location of separation is found be combining this alegbraic equation
with the two separation conditions:
au*P =0
ay* ddz*
u* + U± - A2 dzo=O
P +dt*
where, u* = u; + +~ { 1{ a 9 *( - )] + Y* I } }au.
We consider an unsteady flow with free-steam velocity U(z, t) = U(z) + U(z, t) =
U(z) + O(z) cos(wt + (zx)), which has the properties: U = U' = 0 from z = 0 to
z = zm, and U', ' < 0 downstream of z = ,m. The presence of a favourable pressure
gradient from the leading edge to the suction peak at z = z, is taken into account by
using the "equivalent constant pressure region" (see Kuethe & Chow, p.p. 331-335). In
what follows we shall use the convention that Uou,, uin stand for Sp,out, p,in, and that
y and y* represent y, and y, respectively.
In the outer part of the boundary layer the flow is nearly inviscid, and Bernoulli's
equation yields:
(P + ), = ( + 2 ), + AH (4.1)
where SH = f a(x, t)ds represents a (small) loss of total head along a streamline
due to viscosity. The term L does not change very rapidly along a streamline in the
outer part of the boundary layer. In analogy with the assumption made by Stratford
for steady flow, we assume that the loss of total head along a streamline in the outer
part of the boundary layer is independent of the pressure rise, and is the same as for
the corresponding streamline in the case of flow over a flat plate uf, where the pressure
remains constant.
(P + put)., = (P + pu + AH = Pm + 2p(U2 )z, + AH (4.2)
@ + 2 0 2  flzI 2 'f
u1 has two components: the "basic velocity" is the "Blasius velocity"; the second order
component, which is generated by the flow unsteadiness, is h aOuRIý~' .
S= Ulsiua + h aBla. (4.3)
Subtracting (4.2) from (4.1) we get:
(p + put), Pm + lp(u2~),, (4.4)
By differentiating this result with respect to , we get:
( o,- )a,, = (suf ).),
or
auout au(( )z, = ( )z, (4.5)ay ay
If we differentiate once more with respect to ¢k, we get:
1 aUo, ) = ( 2 )z,• (4.6)
Uou t ay2  uf ay2
Equations (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) relate the properties of the "outer profile" to those
of uf. We assume that the "inner layer" extends over only a small part of the total
boundary layer thickness; then, at the junction yy, uBsI,i,, and thus uf (see equation
(4.4)) are linear. Indeed, in our calculations y) = y lies in the range 1 < y; < 3.
If we examine the form of the Blasius profile (see for example Kuethe & Chow, 1986, p.
324, where the abscissa rl relates to y* by y* = 2t7 ) we see that in the range of interest
(from t7 = 0 to 0.5 < rlj < 1.5) the Blasius profile is almost linear: agU.I., = a, where,
rf = 0.33206 -# ~mV is the Blasius skin friction
This greatly simplifies the analysis, because at the location yi, where the "outer
profile" is joined to the "inner profile", u1 is also linear according to (4.3) (the second
term on the right hand side does not depend on y). Then: 2 = !L according to (4.3).
This relation rewritten as:
u 1a u a ¢ a 18uf__ rf
ay 08 ay 2 8 pu
with the boundary condition at the wall:
3Uf()r= 0) 4 UUI4w
yields:
(u).._2 :r 1 3(u)T + (j ,) 2
2 p 2 4w
In summary, u1 satisfies the following relations at the junction:
(u 1)2  r r 1 3 2
2 0 +I)22 pA 2 4w
Buy
a2uf
With these approximations, the "outer profile"
, :
2 
_ 24
a au Zot
82Uout
49Y2 )zOi
Let us examine the flow in the "inner part" of the
uin = Ub,in + h(X) 9 .b
In the "inner layer" the fluid inertial forces i
which governs the behaviour of ub, are small an(
is balanced by the gradient of the shear force, a
the form:
ALub,in = TwY + 1p1y2
which satisfies the boundary condition at the wa,
2Ub,in( Ou'i)w492
We note at this point, that the term E = UU dc
pressure gradient due to flow unsteadiness, )UU
forcing term in the equation for the (second ord
flow". We have already accounted for the presen
boundary condition i~p,2(x, 0) = -U,, 2( x, 0).
Objection may be raised for choosing a third-degree polynomial to represent the
"basic velocity" profile in the inner layer since it is known that a steady velocity profile
satisfies the condition . Y=o = D = 0. But this is one of the compatibility conditions
valid for analytic velocity distributions far from the separation point. Goldstein (1930)
showed that these conditions seize to hold near the separation point leading to the
appearance of singularity. This justifies our selection. We cite from Rosenhead (1966,
p.328): "Stratford's method has the advantage that its assumptions correspond clearly
to physical reality, in dividing the boundary layer into an inner flow where viscosity is
important and an outer flow where it is not. These solutions correspond in fact to the
two series solutions of Goldstein's (1930) method for the continuation of a boundary-
layer solution at a singularity." In his original paper, Stratford used polynomials of the
form u = Ay + By 2 +Cym and considered the cases m = 4 and m = 6. All these profiles
lead to a separation criterion of the type
dc
cp ( xE ) = Constantdz
However, the choice m = 3 gives results that agree better with the computations of
separated flows (Curle & Skan, 1957).
By adding the second order component Up, 2 to ub we obtain the full expression for
the "inner velocity":
1,2
•uin = ry + 1 ply + D(x)yS + h( r , + p'y + 3D(z )y 2 )
= hrw + (rw + h-) y + (3hD + -) + Dy 3
A B
The streamfunction is:
A0 = Ay + y2 + 3 +2 3 4
The "inner profile" is patched to the "outer profile" at yj.
The joining conditions stem from the requirement for continuity in 0, u, ay, :au
B 2  C 3  D 4
4Ci = Ay, + -y + ; + 4-y (4.8)
aui = A + Byj + Cyj + Dy (4.9)
rf = B + 2Cyi + 3Dy (4.10)
0 = 2C + 6Dyi  (4.11)
1 2 •f 1 ( 31A)I P - Pm (4.12)
2 = + 2"4w" p
If we eliminate successively a, yi, Oi, and uj from the above system of equations we
get:
4r2(1 - r)(1 - r- A)
- ]p{jpf(2 - 2r - A)
= - m 4g 2
p 32w2
1 2+r+A 2 1+r+A
[C+ ]2 - [C+ 1}2 3 4
(4.13)
where:
IrtT-- -,
T
A hp_'
C rA(2 - r - A)
4(1 - r)(1 - r - A)
This equation describes how the wall shear rw, which uniquely determines the "basic"
and thus the "Prandtl" velocity profiles, varies with the streamwise location x.
In the next section we put this equation into non-dimensional form and show how
it reduces to Stratford's criterion in the limit of vanishing unsteadiness. That equation
combined with the conditions for unsteady separation, (3.6) and (3.7), yields a system
of equations that constitute the unsteady separation criterion.
4.2 Nondimensional form of the unsteady separation cri-
terion
We introduce the following nondimesional parameters:
, -
_,Y*= y
C 6
y-- Vt =cwt
MC
, U Tpu - p U
Um' pU-
Um being the mean free-stream velocity at the suction peak.
We also use the fact that the Blasius wall shear (which is equal to ry in the inner
part of the boundary layer, where UBlasius is linear) is:
rf = 0.33206p Um -
In non-dimensional variables (4.13) reads:
16 0.332064 [
1 - (U*)2
2
16 .0.332064 [
(1 - r)(1 - T - A)
,*(p-*)'(2 - 2- - A)
9
32A4 U(
1]' { 1 [ C +2
(1-r)(1-r-A){ 1
z*ý(2 - 2r - A) 2
2+r+A 2
3 ]23
2+r+A 12
]2
= cp 9
2 32A4 (4.14)
1+r+A
- [C+ 4 }
4
t - JIJ
- r 1- +r+A
where:
TU
3 U *( "*),( .*),x*A -
4 0.33206A2  r
r A(2 - r - A)
4(1- r)(1 - r - A)
We note that the sum cp + U*(U*)'= c + U*(U*)I = F is the mean of the pressure
coefficient.
If the flow is steady (A = 0, C = 0) the above equation reduces to cp(xz ) =
0.0108(1 - )2(1 + 21), which is the relation for the variation of skin friction of Curie
and Davies (1969, Eq. (6.77)). By letting r, = 0 in the last equation we recover
Stratford's separation criterion.
In Appendix C we find the non-dimensional form of the three "Prandtl velocity"
components:
, 0.33206r (V )' .
ub 2 (y*)2 + D* (y*)
where:
D* = -0.25096 (  -p)
1--r
B* 0.33206r
UP, = .( + (T*)'y* + 3D* (y*)2 )
where:
B* = -4.51726
83
Up, 2 A= { (U*It, ')' - 0.33206( * )u*It_'y*
+o0.5 (U*I )'(*)I - ,_1 ( ]*)"I (y*)2
+ [ -2(*It l- )'D* + *It- (D*)' ] (y*)3 1
We note that up,2 lags U by j.
If we substitute the full "Prandtl velocity" u * = -u + i,2 + u;,2 into
au*
=0
ay*
droS+U* -A =-0dt
we get
0. 33 206 r (i*)' B* 6B*D*
- . + A [(') 2 ]y* + 3D*(y*)
+ { -0.33206( 
_ )I* + ( ) - ()] (*)
+3 [ -2(U't 
_-)'D* + •*It_ (D*)' ] (y*)2) = 0
B*
+ Y*) + (P*)'y'(-- +
+T { ( U*_( *)' - 0.33206( J)'Ui -ty*
+0.5 [ (*l,_ )'(-*)' - U*,_I *)" (y*)2
+ [ -2(U*- )'D* + U*It-z(D*)' ] (y*)3} + U*
= .2 dz
dt* (4.16)
These relations, combined with (4.14) form a system of two algebraic equations (4.14),
(4.15) and one first-order ordinary differential equation (4.16) for the unknowns zx(t*),
0.33206r B*
S (- -
*3,) +
(4.15)
3B*D*( (y*)2 + (y*)3]
yo (t*), r(t*) subject to periodic boundary conditions
z~(t*) = x*(t* + 2r)
y*(t*) = yo(t* + 27r)
r(t*) = r(t* + 2r)
In the absence of unsteadiness (4.16) becomes u = 0, with solution yo = 0 and (C.2)
becomes - = 0, or r, = 0, and the separation conditions for steady flow are recovered.
Equation (4.14) yields
dc
where cp = 1 - U2 . This is the initial form of the Stratford relation (Rosenhead, 1966).
However, Curle and Skan (1957) have shown that the value 0.0104 for the constant gives
results that agree better with accurate computations (using G6rtler's method (1955))
for a large number of cases of steady flow with separation.
The separation criterion can be further simplified by solving equation (4.15) for y*
and sustituting its value into the two other equations. Then the only unknowns are
4X and r. It is this simplified boundary value problem (one first order ODE, and one
algebraic equation) that we solve numerically using a collocation method. This method
of locating unsteady separation is very efficient computationally. To find a separation
trajectory by calculating the location of the separation point at 40 instances throughout
a period, we need 50 sec of CPU time on a VAX 3200.
Chapter 5
How the interaction between the airfoil and its
wake determines the airfoil circulation and the
force and moment acting on the airfoil
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the motion of the separation points on
the airfoil determines the net vorticity flux shed into the wake or, equivalently, the rate
of change of the circulation around the airfoil. At the same time, the velocity induced
by the wake vorticity changes the external flow and thus the location of separation.
For this reason, the airfoil circulation must be calculated by an iterative procedure
which accounts for the wake-induced effects on separation. In the first section of this
chapter, we describe this iterative method for computing the time evolution of the airfoil
circulation that simulates the interaction between the airfoil and its wake.
We consider a bluff airfoil in flow that oscillates about a nonvanishing mean. In the
examples of chapter 7, we take the farfield velocity to oscillate in magnitude and not in
direction. But in this chapter we consider the general case and allow the angle of attack
to vary with time. We derive the formulae for lift, drag, and moment for the general
case; in the derivations we point out the simplifications arising from the assumption of
a constant angle of attack.
5.1 The circulation
In the immediate neighbourhood of separation, the shear layer lifts off the wall,
and not far downstream it becomes a free shear layer. The free shear layer leaves the
surface of the airfoil tangentially. The argument is given in Batchelor (1967, p. 329)
and we repeat it here. Compared to the body dimensions the boundary layer thickness
is negligible, and an instantenous streamline near the body surface appears to follow
the body contour. If this streamline, leaving the wall at separation, formed an angle
with the upstream wall less than 1800, the situation would resemble flow over a wedge
with its vertex located at the separation point. Then the external velocity would be
zero at separation, and the decelaration of the stream before reaching the separation
location would cause the boundary layer to separate earlier.
The interaction between the two vortex sheets of opposite sign, which originate from
the two sides of the airfoil, leads to the formation of alternate large-scale vortices far
from the solid boundary (Mezaris et al., 1987). Since discrete vortices can be identified
in experiments only aft of the airfoil, in order to model the mechanism of creation of
the wake region, we place a point vortex a short distance (typically a small fraction
of Woo At) downstream of the trailing edge. The wake vorticity, which is organised in
discrete vortical structures, is modelled by these point vortices in an approximate way:
their value represents the net sum of positive and negative vorticity at an x-station
downstream of the airfoil. This replicates the vorticity cancellation occurring aft of the
airfoil. Changes in the sign of the point vortices mark the boundaries between actual
vortices. As we shall discuss later, at some distance downstream of the trailing edge we
merge the vortices of the same sign in order to save computational time (see figure (5.1).
Then, the resulting point vortices approximately represent actual vortical sructures that
contain vorticity alternating in sign.
At each time step, the circulation of the vortex that is shed is equal and opposite to
the change in the airfoil circulation. This change in the airfoil circulation is determined
by Helmholtz's relation (Sears, 1976), which states that the rate of change of the airfoil
circulation is equal to the net vorticity flux leaving the surface of the host body and
being shed into the wake:
dAirfoil A (UA - Usep,A)dy 
- 0 W(UB - Uep,B)dy (5.1)
12 12
= UA - tLAUsep,A - UB + UBusep,B
In this equation UA;B - tsep,A;B is the speed at which the vorticity is released from
the airfoil surface and becomes free vorticity. If usep,A;B = 0 all the vorticity in the
boundary layer at the separation location becomes free vorticity. If Usep,A;B = UA;B the
vorticity contained in the boundary layer at the separation location travels at the same
speed as the separation point, which can be considered as "the starting line of the free
wake"; then this vorticity remains a part of the body-bound vorticity. In discrete form,
this relation can be written in terms of the circulation rj of the vortex that is shed as:
S12A + UBusep,B (5.2)
At 2 2
ry appears on both sides of this equation (on the right-hand side in the expression for
uA and uB). This equation is used to determine ri and the new value of the airfoil
circulation. To the author's best knowledge this is the first time that Helmholtz's
relation is viewed as an equation for the shed circulation. In the literature (see for
I
example the textbook by Katz, 1991, p. 544), the velocities uA, and UB are evaluated
by using the system of vortices already shed and then the value of the shed circulation
is calculated from equation (5.2) and assigned to the forming vortex.
At every time step, we model the newly created segment of the vortical wake by
placing a point vortex, whose strength is the amount of shed circulation, at a short
distance downstream of the trailing edge. In reality this segment of the wake consists
of two free shear layers containing vorticity of opposite sign, and can be better ap-
proximated by two panels of distributed vorticity. In order to compare by how much
these two different modelling approaches differ in predicting the rate of change in airfoil
circulation &Aj'f,.j we performed the following numerical experiment (see figure 5.2):
* We first calculated the velocity at the locations of separation on the suction and
pressure sides due to the free-stream, the already existing wake, and the new point
vortex (of strength -ArAirfoil)-
* Then we replaced this new vortex by two panels, the upper having circulation:
1 2
ru = At(2UA - UAUsep,A)
and the lower having circulation:
12S= At(- uB + UBUep,B)
(of course -ArAirfoil = ru+r 1), and recalculated the velocity at the two separation
locations. The lengths of the panels were du;L = AtUA;B/2 (half the distance
travelled in the time step by a fluid particle initially located at the separation
point). The panels were placed in directions tangent to the surface of the ellipse,
with their upstream edges located at a distance du;1/2 away from the instantaneous
position of separation. Note that the velocity due to a vortex panel and its image
in the circle plane is:
i 1 , 1-S 1 s*-_w( ,t)= -r{ log( . log( _)}27 2 - ý1 S2 - 2 1 ý2
The difference in velocity was on the order of 1-3% for all the cases that we considered.
This means that the differences in shed circulation (and thus in rA is less than
1/1000 in all cases, since the value of the circulation is proportional to the square of the
velocity (see equation (5.2)).
The velocity of the separation point in equation (5.2) must be computed by taking
into account the induction of the developing wake. Since we must use the mean as well
as the instantaneous value of the external velocity in order to find the separation point
trajectory (see chapter 4), we must know the position and strength of the wake elements
throughout an oscillation period in order to compute the mean value of the external
velocity. For this reason, we use an iterative procedure to determine the time evolution
of the circulation. The wake which had been computed in the previous iteration (the
iteration typically spans 2 to 5 oscillation periods), is used to calculate the separation
velocity, and to create a new wake until, the instantaneous values of the circulation in
two succesive iterations agree by a specified amount.
An outline of the computational method is:
* Assume rAirfoil(0).
* First iteration: calculate the trajectories of the separation points on the two sides
of the airfoil by using the oncoming flow only as input to the separation criterion
of section 4.2.
* Find the strength of the shed vortex from:
FShed 1 2 1 2
S -- A - UAUsep,A - tB + UBUep,B
* Shed vorticity for 2 to 5 periods while storing the position and strength of the
wake vortices at every time step.
* Set rAirfoil(0) equal to the final value of PAirfoil and use the stored position and
strength of the wake to find the mean and instantaneous external velocity distri-
bution and to recalculate the trajectories of the separation points.
* Iterate until convergence is reached.
a = 50, A2 = 9, e = 0.04, t = 2T
-0.188 0.125 0.438 0.750
x/c
1.063 1.375 1.688 2.000
Figure 5.1: The representation of the wake by free point vortices. Note that in order to
decrease computational time we merge adjacent vortices of the same sign at distances
greater than 0.75c.
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Figure 5.2: A sketch illustrating two types of singularities that model the segment of
the wake created in one time step: a point vortex and two vortex panels. The numerical
experiment of section 5.2, shows that the two modelling approaches predict essentially
the same rate of change in airfoil circulation (difference in the predictions/ predicted
value < 1/1000).
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5.2 Airfoil in oscillating stream vs. oscillating airfoil in
steady stream: what is the difference in the aerody-
namic force and moment?
The airfoil is held still in an oscillating stream: Wo(t) =< W. > (1 + Ecos(wt)),
where W. = U, + iVo is the complex velocity. In this chapter the symbol ( ) denotes
the complex conjugate and < () > denotes the time-average. We now discuss how the
force and the moment acting on the airfoil in this situation, relate to the force and the
moment acting on an airfoil which moves with velocity -W,(t) in still air.
When a body of nonzero cross-section is placed in a stream of accelerating flow, an
extra term appears in the expression of the force. What gives rise to this term? In order
to answer this question we must first examine how a uniform (in space) and unsteady
flow is generated. Suppose that an observer, who is fixed in space (and far away from
any solid boundary), sees an unsteady oncoming flow. This observer writes the velocity
potential as:
P = xzU(t) + yVo(t)
By applying Bernoulli's equation between two points in the field:
Pl+ pW 2  dUo dVoo pIWo 2  dUoo dVoo1 + + p d + pyld -P2 + + p2 + P2 dt
he finds that there exists a pressure gradient, which is constant throughout the flowfield
at a given time instant, but changes in magnitude and in direction with time. This
pressure gradient provides the force which accelerates the fluid.
Let us now consider the case when the free-stream velocity changes in magnitude
but not in direction (as in the examples of chapter 7). By taking the x axis in the
direction of the farfield velocity, we write the unsteady pressure gradient as:
P1 - P2 dUoo
X 2 - 1 1dt
Acting on the airfoil, the pressure gradient gives rise to a force which resembles a
"buoyancy force", has the constant value -p-dt per unit area, and acts in the direction
of the free-stream velocity. Therefore, this force appears as a drag force that oscillates
about a zero mean value and has the form:
dUooD = pd SAirfoil
We know from Hydrostatics that this force acts on the centre of gravity of the body.
Thus, it does not create a moment about the airfoil's centre of symmetry.
In conclusion, we can use an inertial system to find the force and moment acting on
the airfoil by applying Bernoulli's equation, and then simply add the additional drag
force to get the force in the airfoil system of reference.
5.3 Inertial and airfoil frames of reference
Suppose that the instantaneous position of the airfoil in an inertial frame of reference
is zo(t) = zo(t) + iyo(t). Now consider a coordinate system 1, the x-axis of which is
aligned with the chord of the airfoil. The airfoil reference frame is rotated by an angle ao
in the clockwise direction with respect to the inertial reference frame. In our problem
the airfoil does not rotate. In the general case, the airfoil rotates by an angle &(t)
relative to the airfoil frame of reference.
The inertial and local coordinates are related in the following way:
z(1, t) = zo(t) + e-'~o
1(z, t) = (z - zo(t))e"' o
The time derivative is:
a (
z =at
and the space derivative in
8() (o a_ __ __
" 1 + It Iz = 12 - zoe So Itat a at at at
the inertial frame is:
a•t= It = a e o
az 89 az I 9
5.4 Calculation of the force using the unsteady Bernoulli
equation
5.4.1 The pressure coefficient
The following discussion follows closely Drela (1990). The conjugate velocity, t - i-,
in the airfoil frame of reference is:
aP
- = t(Et) =
where P(1, t) = 4ý + iA is the complex potential in the airfoil frame. In the inertial
frame of reference, the conjugate velocity, u - iv, is:
u -iv = -zIt + uo - ivo = ei to + O Sito
z a- o
(5.3)
(5.4)
In the farfield, the absolute conjugate velocity is zero and thus:
aPlim -= VooZ--+00 5- =-- e-iao
The instantenous local angle of attack a(t) is:
eia(t) _ -Zoeia oliol
The unsteady Bernoulli equation in the inertial frame yields the pressure:
p _ a 1p- 
-t u -ivl2P at 2
The absolute potential c4 and streamfunction T are related to the relative complex
potential P by:
4 + i% = F + (uo - ivo)z
Then:
(F(u0 - io)z} = R{-gFt
'ýt II aF- ioeiao + (tio - ivo)z}
Therefore, the pressure can be expressed as follows:
- F- v o)}
- Zoe at + (tio - iVo)z}85 1 a8F- 1le -•o + Uo - ivol 22 85
Far from the airfoil, u - iv -+ 0, and a/lat -- 0. The farfield pressure poo is then given
by E = 0. The pressure coefficient is:
C, - (5.5)
2
=f ,eiao F _- F + o 2R 2{_ a - -o e + (i o ivo)} - i-ooe1+uo -iVO,12(- 1- 12
aF
= aF tZ +
P = -R{aF
p -5t
5.4.2 The mapping of the physical to the circle plane
The transformation:
k2
maps the ellipse:
X2 y2
a2 + -T
into the circle:
r2 + C2 = C2
where c = a-b and k -= -22 2
The complex potential for the instantaneous velocity field in the circle plane is:
c2e 2 i a c i . NF(S, t) = Wroo(t)(ý + ) + To log() + i=E rj[log( - 0i) - log(U - •)]
j=1
where I = c/ is the image of the j-th wake vortex.
The complex potential in
velocity by:
the physical plane is given by F(z(S), t), and the complex
aF 61F asW = U - =iO9z Of Oz
Where oF/oa is:
aF
= Wo(1 -
Since limrnýod/dz = 1, the
to the corresponding velocity
c2e2ia c iFo i N 1 1
2 -)1' ( - ) (5.6)
S 2y 2i=1 j-
conjugate freestream velocity in the circle plane is equal
in the physical plane. The time derivative of the complex
potential is:
aF dW c 2 e2iac 2c 2 eiac deia,
• = (- + )+ Woat dt ( S dt
2/pi j=1 ý-ji
where:
de'Sc - uovo - vouo
= &&ie` = + V2 iea
dt + U
5.4.3 The force and moment coefficient
The lift and drag coefficients, defined in the directions of the inertial system axes,
are:
CL - iCd = e' 'of CpdzCm c
" idz
The integration is performed numerically, using Romberg's method. As we have men-
tioned in section 5.2, the total drag is given by adding the "buoyancy force" created by
the unsteady pressure gradient.
5.5 Calculation of the force using the impulse
The force acting on the airfoil can be calculated either in the circle plane or in the
physical plane (Sears, 1957). We chose to work in the circle plane because then the
calculation becomes simpler. On the other hand, the moment must be calculated in the
physical plane (Sears, 1957).
The force acting on the airfoil is:
F- I -F ( = - a pids) (5.7)at at
We shall examine how the various components of the potential 4, contribute to the
force. The complex potential for the instantaneous velocity field in the circle plane is:
2 2iae N
F(ý, t)= Woo(t)(+ +)+ ro log(ý)+ :1r[log(-) -log(-;-)]
j=1
where W,, = JW le-ie' is the farfield conjugate velocity, ri is the circulation of the
j-th point vortex, and To is the circulation around the computational domain. Since
we start our calculation by assuming that the airfoil has the initial circulation ro, the
computational domain does not include the starting vortex -ro. The starting vortex is
located very far downstream of the airfoil and its contribution to the complex potential
is insignificant. Its image is located at the centre of the circle and gives rise to the
second term in the expression for the complex potential.
The 4 component due to the oncoming stream and the doublet is 21WoI cos(O - ac)
and its contribution to the impulse is:
-p2lWooI cos(0 - ac)(cos(O) -isin(O))dO
= -p2iW0ij (cos 2 (0) cos(ac) + sin(0) cos(0) sin(a,)
+i sin 2( 0) sin(ci) + i sin(0) cos(0) cos(a,))dO
= -pcjW,|l(cos(a,) + isin(ac))
= -pcIWooe 's = -pcWoo
Then expression (5.7) yields for the apparent mass component of the force in the airfoil
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frame:
dWoo
Fapparent mass = Pc dt
In the general case, when the speed of the airfoil has a component normal to the
freestream, the relative angle of attack varies with time:
dW d2zo .da dzo
= -e
dt dtz dt dt
In our problem the angle of attack remains constant:
=- < Wo > wE sin(wt)eeaodt
where < Woo > is the mean magnitude of the free-stream velocity (we remind the reader
that in this chapter the symbol ( ) denotes the complex conjugate). Since we define the
lift and drag along the coordinate directions of the inertial frame we must rotate this
force counterclockwise by ao:
Fapparent mass = pC .- o o = pC- < Woo > wE sin(wt)
In our problem the apparent mass term of the force acts in the direction of the drag
(alternating sign every half period).
Next we focus on the component of the force that represents the influence of the
wake. Since the wake cannot sustain any loading (the pressure is continuous across
the wake), the force acting on the airfoil is equivalent to that acting on the system
of vortices which represents the wake and the airfoil. The free wake is modelled by a
system of point vortices. Working in the circle plane is more convenient than working in
the physical plane because, in the circle plane, the continuous distribution of vorticity
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on the surface of the airfoil is replaced by a system of discrete vortices, the images of
the wake vortices.
The impulse of a system of vortices, comprised of N vortex pairs, (1 j, 2j), is:
N
I = ip E r;(•i - ý,j)
j=1
In the circle plane, a vortex pair consists of a wake vortex and its image:
C2  4ý,i = =1 -j I 2• , 12 = I i, 
C 
The force in the inertial coordinate system is:
Fwake & images -= iPa i(i - *) - iproi o (5.8)i=1
The last term represents the force acting on the vortex located at the centre of the
circle (the image of the starting vortex) as it moves with the airfoil speed and can be
interpreted as the quasi-steady part of the force. The starting vortex remains where it
has originally been shed and does not contribute to the change in impulse.
When the impulse is evaluated in the airfoil frame of reference, as in our computa-
tion, the force is:
) 
-
io
Fwake & images - -- ioP - ) -- iproo (5.9)
i=1
This expression is derived in the following way: In the airfoil frame, the starting vortex
is moving away from the airfoil with speed Wo = -foeiao. (Although the quantity
at art Start is undefined, its time rate of change is well defined: start (-oei'a)) In
the expression (5.8) we replace S(t) by So(t) + &e- i °o, and use the expression (5.3) to
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transform the time derivative from the inertial to the airfoil frame:
Fwake & images - -ip•-, E ( - ý*)-o - ip(_ro)ý.tate-io
i=1
= -i•Il Zr(a, - .*)e- oo + o o , a ( - i*)e- t o + ipro(-ýoeio)e -iao
= -i•e-oPt if ri( -(') + ip0o (ri - rI ) -iproo'
i=l j= 1
0
Finally, in order to account for the unsteady pressure gradient that exists throughout
the flow, we add to the drag the "buoyancy term" as we have explained in section 5.2.
5.6 Calculation of the moment using the moment of im-
pulse
The moment must be calculated in the physical plane.
The moment about the centre of the ellipse is:
M= fT p(•r x n)ds
Since the wake cannot sustain any loading (the pressure is continuous across the wake),
the moment and the force acting on the airfoil are equivalent to those acting on the
vortex sheet which represents the wake and the airfoil. The free wake is modelled by
a system of point vortices and the airfoil is modelled by a continuous distribution of
vorticity on its surface y(0). This bound vorticity distribution is equal to the tangential
velocity in the physical plane. It is obtained from the value of the tangential velocity
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in the circle plane by using the expression:
(0, t) =-ve,z(), t) = -ve,- = 7(0, t)- (5.10)dz dz
Let us assume that at an instant in time the centre of the ellipse coincides with the
origin of the inertial coordinate system. Then, in the inertial frame of reference, the
moment about the origin is:
Morigin = - - f • '(z)|zI-dz - - M z (5.11)2 at airfoil 2at .=j=1
When, at a later time, the centre of the ellipse has moved to the location z0o with respect
to the origin, the moment about the centre of the ellipse is:
M = Morigin + o x
where F is the force acting on the ellipse, as it has been calculated in the previous
section.
We shall now discuss how the moment about the ellipse centre can be calculated in
the airfoil frame of reference. In order to avoid lenghty expressions, we shall manipulate
only the second term in the expression (5.11). Recalling that z(t) = zo(t) + e- ca, where
for simplicity zo = 0, and using the expression (5.3) to transform the time derivative
from the inertial to the airfoil frame, we express the force in terms of variables in the
airfoil frame:
pa me
28 t r#jie-' eieo°j=1
M a iaM a
2 at 1 rt; + 1[oe 2 Ta  r ic-F• + cj=l j=1
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P9 M 1Mt rj i ioeo P i + c. c.1
2 j=1 2 2 j=1
_ M M
=1 j=1
Mi,2 Zt Erii + l{ioe'aOi }
j=1
where c. c. signifies the complex conjugate of the term in the bracket. We also note that
zoeao = -- Woo.
Thus, the full expression for the moment about the centre of the ellipse in terms of
variables in the airfoil frame of reference is:
M = p P l 7z,() 112di + a{o'einoiP yz(f)MdI
2 at airfoil airfoil
M M
--- IE ii+ 9{ioe'0oip : rj1Pi}}2at =1 j=1
The contribution of the starting vortex to the impulse is indeterminate, but this does
not affect the end result since the contribution of the starting vortex to the first term
of the above expression cancels out its contribution to the second. Indeed:
p a r ,eieO + 1Ee-~
2 at 2
p r, (a, a,e*  o + ; I,+ e-_ '
= -- r,( E, + • ,) - por.22 at at 2
p .. ,6eico + Te-'a
-2r,z8o(-oes ° + Ie - ia) + pzor. •
2 2
=0
In the airfoil frame of reference, the vorticity distribution on the circle is:
ro 1 M cei_(0), t) = -ve,s (0, t) = 21Woo I sin(O - t) + 7rc + 2orc r1 i + ce'Bj= 1ei
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The vorticity distribution on the surface of the airfoil is found after substituting this
value of yrO(, t) into expression (5.10):
dr ro 1 M+ ce d
7,(0, t) = (2lWo I sin(O - a))- (• ce )) ddz 2Tc- 2,,,c - cee dz
Now, we can identify the four components of the moment.
* The quasi-steady moment is:
Mq-s = 9{ioeoip airfoil
Further manipulation yields:
Mq_. = -=pUoo(t)Voo(t)(a•Iu - b2i)
Its sense is clockwise, tending to stall the ellipse. Unlike the corresponding lift
component, the quasi-steady moment depends only on the body shape and not on
circulation.
* The apparent-mass moment is:
Mapp-mass - p a o r,() 12dj
a2 at air=oil
* The component of the moment due to the bound vorticity on the airfoil induced
by the wake (the effect of the starting vortex being the first term in "-,1) is:
M = 7z1) + {ioeoip 7z,()d}2 at airfoil airfoil
* The wake contribution to the moment is:
pM,- M M
MW 2t S rjy + alioe'"jop rti)
2 1 i=1
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We have tested the subroutines that perform the calculation of force and moment, by
applying them to the case of a very slender ellipse (b : a = 1 : 1000, to resemble a flat
plate) in translatory oscillation normal to the flight direction. The vertical velocity of
the ellipse was 0.01Uoo cos(wt). This computation, which uses the Kutta condition to
determine the circulation, reproduced the results obtained by McCune et al. (1990).
5.7 The free wake convection
We calculate how the row of free vortices, which represent the body wake, deforms in
the airfoil frame. Each point vortex is convected by the velocity induced to its location
by the others. We use a four-stage Runge-Kutta method to find how the vortex position
z changes from time t( n) to time t(n+l ) = t() + At.
Az (1 ) = At Iz=z(n )  - Z 1 ) = Z ( n ) + AZ(1)
Az ( 3) = AtI z( z (3) = zn) + A (3)
Sdz
Az(4) = AtdIz(3)
z(n+l) = z(n) + (Az(1) + 2Az( 2) + 2Az(S) + Az(4))
The instantaneous velocity d•of each vortex is obtained from equation (5.6).
Because the computational effort at every time-step scales with NZ, where N is the
number of point vortices in the flowfield, we reduce N by merging adjacent vortices.
This is done, if the vortices are far enough from the trailing edge (typically one chord
length ), and if they have the same sign (if two vortices of opposite signs are replaced
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by a single vortex, the latter will lie outside the segment joining the centres of the
two vortices). The single vortex that replaces the two adjacent vortices has circulation
r, = j, + rj+1 and is placed at the centroid:
ijzj + ij+izj+i
zi + zj+l
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Chapter 6
The influence of reduced frequency, strength of
flow unsteadiness, and ellipse slenderness on
unsteady separation
6.1 Comparison between theoretical predictions and ex-
periment
Mathioulakis and Telionis (1989) studied experimentally the phenomenon of un-
steady separation. They considered the laminar, pulsating flow over an ellipse of slen-
derness 1 : 2.96 at an angle of attack 140. The farfield velocity was oscillating in
magnitude but not in direction about a nonvanishing mean:
Uoo = .oo (1 + 0.05 cos(wt)) (6.1)
They obtained two-component LDV measurements in the two separation regions, the
two free shear layers, and the stagnation region. They presented both time-averaged and
ensemble-averaged velocity measurements. The amplitude of the free-stream oscillation
wass 5% of the mean value (E = 0.05), and the Reynolds number was 14300. In laminar
flow, the location of the separation point, expressed in nondimensional variables, does
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not depend on the Reynolds number, because the Reynolds number does not appear in
the corresponding boundary layer equations. But since the y-variable is scaled by the
inverse square root of the Reynolds number, the latter determines how far from the wall
the separation point is situated.
This situation presents us with an opportunity to test our separation criterion.
The reduced frequency was 0.91. This value is out of the range of reduced frequency
values for which our theory (based on the assumption A2 > 1 ) is valid. On the other
hand, this value of reduced frequency lies in the intermediate range (usually taken as
0.05 < A2 < 5), where high frequency and quasi-steady approximations may overlap. We
applied our theory to this example for two reasons: (a) to the author's best knowledge
it is the only set of experimental data available in the literature that are relevant the
problem under consideration, and (b) we wanted to investigate whether our theory,
developed for high-frequency unsteady flows, could be used to predict separation in a
flow that has a dual character: unsteady and quasi-steady.
Our theory predicts that the pressure-side flow separates very close to the steady
separation location. On the pressure-side of the ellipse, the amplitude of the separation
point oscillation and the displacement of the mean separation location downstream of
the steady separation location are so small that, for all practical purposes, the separation
point can be considered fixed at the steady separation location. This is exactly what
Mathioulakis and Telionis (1989) saw in their experiment. They noted that "the periodic
character of the separation phenomenon on the pressure-side can barely be detected.
For all practical purposes the flow is almost steady, only a little affected by the periodic
pulsations of the free stream or the flapping of the free shear layer on the suction-side
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of the body. The average unsteady profiles also differ marginally from their steady-
flow counterparts." Our calculation locates pressure-side separation at z/c = 0.467.
The mean velocity profiles in figure 16 of the above reference, show that indeed the
boundary layer thickness increases sharply between the measuring stations located at
z/c = 0.450 and z/c = 0.475 (in terms of the coordinates that the experimentalists use,
these'measuring stations are z/a = 1.90 and z/a = 1.95 (a = c/2 and their ellipse was
placed between z/a = 0 and z/a = 2).
Two factors combine to yield this almost steady character of pressure-side separation:
* The sharp increase in the mean pressure gradient near the trailing edge causes
the flow to separate at a short distance downstream of the pressure minimum for
both steady and unsteady flows. Figure 6.2 shows the mean pressure coefficient
distribution on the pressure-side of the ellipse, as calculated by our method.
* The difference in phase between the two components of the unsteady velocity at
the pressure-side separation location: the one due to the oncoming stream, and
the one induced by the wake, causes their sum to oscllate with an amplitude which
is smaller than the amplitude of each component (see figure 6.3).
Since the pressure-side separation point hardly moves, the amplitude and the phase
of the unsteady part of the circulation is controlled by the motion of the suction-side
separation point. In figure 6.4 we plot the trajectory of the suction-side separation point
during an oscillation cycle as predicted by the unsteady separation criterion of section
4.2. The chord of the ellipse is the unit length for both x and y axes. The ellipse lies
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between z = -0.5 and z = 0.5. We indicate the location of the separation point at
four instances (t= T/4, T/2, 3T/4, T). We also plot the steady separation point on the
surface of the ellipse.
In figure 6.5 we have rescaled the y axis by using the "Prandtl layer thickness"
6,, = , (see also sections 2.1 and 2.2) as the unit length of the normal axis. Of course,
6p does not represent the actual thickness of the boundary layer, but only the length
scale over which y-variations in the boundary layer velocity are of the the same order
as the velocity itself. In that figure, the surface of the ellipse is at y = 0.
The main conclusions that Mathioulakis and Telionis drew, are the following:
o The mean position of separation in unsteady flow is located downstream of that
for steady flow. Our theory predicts that the mean position of separation is about
z/c = -0.20, downstream of the steady separation location at z/c = -0.265. To
explain this behaviour, we refer the reader to the analysis of section 2.6, where
we show that by adding the time-mean second order component of the "Prandtl
velocity" to the "basic flow", we effectively clip a portion of height h(z)/A2 from
the "basic flow" profile. In other words, the steady streaming decreases the dis-
placement thickness of the "basic flow" and makes the mean "Prandtl flow" more
energetic than the "basic flow". This causes the zero-skin-friction point to appear
downstream of the steady separation point and the mean location of the unsteady
separation point to appear even further downstream. The mean location of the
suction-side separation together with the mean position of the pressure-side sep-
aration determine the mean value of the ellipse circulation r.
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* Decelaration of the free-stream results in a thickening of the reversed-flow region
and in a small upstream excursion of the separation point. Indeed, as figure 6.5
indicates, the separation point between t=0 and t=T/2 moves upstream. The
opposite happens when the flow accelerates. The direction of the motion of the
suction-side separation point controls the phase of the oscillating part of the el-
lipse circulation r(t) (the time-mean value, the amplitude, and the phase of the
circulation will be given later in this section).
* The experiments show that the amplitude of the excursion of the zero-skin-friction
point is approximately 5% of the chord. The experimentalists note: "A more pro-
nounced periodic disturbance can be observed in the deviations of the separation
line. This can be more clearly seen by observing the thickness of the reverse-flow
region in the most downstream (measuring) stations (in the suction-side separa-
tion region)." Our calculation shows that the amplitude of the excursion of the
separation point is approximately 7% of the chord. In our calculation we find
that the skin friction r = rp,,w/rf (see section 4.1), measured at the instantaneous
location of separation, ranges from -0.06 to -0.03. r is the skin friction of the
lowest order component of the "Prandtl" velocity (the "basic flow") and does not
exhibit the large oscillations of the "Stokes" skin friction (see section 3.1). It is
approximately the mean skin friction to accuracy 0 () (in T- the term next in
order is .,,2,, (see the opening paragraphs of section 3.1)). Therefore, the point
of zero skin friction follows closely the motion of the separation point, is situated
upstream from it, and oscillates with a smaller amplitude than the latter (if the
wall stress at the instantaneous separation location were approximately constant,
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we would have expected the amplitudes of the two motions to be approximately
equal, but in the calclulation it varies between -0.06 < r < -0.03).
The experiment locates the steady stagnation point at z/c = -0.480, our calculation
at z/c = -0.480 (the circulation that renders the trailing edge a stagnation point
yields a forward stagnation point at z/c = -0.441). The steady value of the non-
dimensional circulation is i = 0.15. In unsteady flow, our calculation shows thatCU.o
the stagnation point shifts in the mean to z/c = -0.4795 (figure 6.7). Figure (6.6) is
taken from Mathioulakis and Telionis; it shows the instantaneous velocity vectors at
t = T (vectors with tips x), and at t = T/2 (vectors with tips A), in the stagnation
region. The boundary layer thickness in this region is very small, and for that reason,
no measurements inside the boundary layer were possible. As the normal velocity
decelerates approaching the wall, the velocity parallel to the wall varies linearly with
distance from the stagnation point, as the theory of potential flow near a stagnation
point predicts (for analysis of the steady flow toward a stagnation point at a rigid
boundary, including the vorticity layer on the wall, see Batchelor, p.p. 285-289). By
inspecting the velocity vectors (their differences are very small) we conclude that the
intantaneous position of the separation point at t = T and t = T/2 is approximately
z/c = -0.48 (note the difference in the scale of the x-axis, explained in the caption).
According to figure 6.7 the calculated stagnation location at these two instances is
z/c = -0.4783 and z/c = -0.4790. That figure also indicates that if measurements
were taken at the instances t = T/4 and t = 3T/4 the difference in the velocity vectors
would have been more substantial.
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The position of the stagnation point controls the circulation about the ellipse. Our
calculations show that when the suction-side separation point moves upstream, the stag-
nation point moves upstream (see figure 6.7). To explain this trend, let us recall equation
(5.2) (A and B are the suction- and pressure-side separation points, respectively):
dr 1 , 1 2
= 2UA - tAtusepA - UB + UBUsep,Bdt 2 2
Since the pressure-side separation point for all practical purposes remains still, uep,B s
0. Now consider the two instances tl - T/8 and tl s T/8 + T/2, when the suction-side
separation point is stationary. At these instances, the circulation is stationary, d = 0
(see figure 6.8). Then the above equation yields:
UA(t1) = UB(tl)
uA(t2) = B (t 2) (6.2)
Since A has moved upstream in the time t 2 - t 1 , UA(t2) > UA(tl). The system 6.2 can
be satisfied only if the circulation decreases in the interval t 2 - tl so that uB(t2) >
uB(tl) (since B does not move, changes in uB are caused by changes in circulation
only). Because of periodicity, the opposite must happen in the other half of the period.
Therefore, at tl = T/8 the circulation has a maximum. At times T/8 < t < T/8 + T/2
the circulation decreases and the stagnation point moves upstream.
The non-dimensional circulation predicted by our interactive calculation as described
in section 6.1 is (see also figure 6.8):
r 2r
= 0.19 + 0.06 cos(wt - 40-)2
cUo, 360
Although the experimentalists note that "during deceleration and acceleration of the
oncoming stream, the stagnation point is displaced downstream and upstream, respec-
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tively", as our calculation predicts (see figure 6.7), they do not present any data to
support this conclusion. To measure the instantaneous stagnation location, and thus
infer how the circulation varies with time, one needs much greater accuracy than the
accuracy of their experiment. Two consecutive measurement locations were a dis-
tance Az/c = 0.04 apart, whereas the calculated excursion of the stagnation point
was Az/c ; 0.03.
Very small changes in the location of the stagnation point correspond to large
changes in the circulation. If we ignore the wake and perform a calculation in which
the stagnation location is determined only from the oncoming flow and the circulation,
we find that when the non-dimensional circulation changes from r = 0.13 to 0.19 toCUoo
0.25, the stagnation point moves from x/c = -0.481 to -0.479 to -0.477. A way of
inreasing accuracy would be to take measurements along lines that are not normal to
the surface of the ellipse. Then, by finding one point where the velocity parallel to the
wall is zero we could find the stagnation point on the ellipse: it would be the trace of
the normal to the surface of the ellipse drawn from the above measuring point (because
in two-dimensional flow toward a stagnation point, u = kz and v = -ky outside the
vortical layer, thus u = 0 yields the abscissa of the stagnation point, see Batchelor, p.p.
285-289).
In conclusion, our results compare well with the experimental observations. This
suggests that we may be able to effectively predict unsteady separation in the intermedi-
ate range of the reduced frequency, although the assumption of high reduced frequency,
which is required to justify the model of quasi-independent "Stokes" and "Prandtl"
components of the boundary layer velocity field, is violated. We believe that this is
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because the key physical features brought out in the analysis of chapter 2 probably hold
up relatively well even when the two velocity distributions are not distinct in the formal
sence.
In order to test the accuracy of the separation criterion in the range of high reduced
frequencies, we need experimental results at high reduced frequencies. In the following
sections we test the criterion against established results in the limits of:
* vanishing unsteadiness
* very high reduced frequency
* very thin ellipse
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Figure 6.1: Calculated distribution of the mean pressure coefficient on the ellipse used
by Mathioulakis and Telionis (1989) in their experiment.
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Figure 6.2: Unsteady separation on the pressure side of the ellipse occurs as the pressure
begins to rise sharply near the trailing edge. The calculation indicates that for all
practical purposes, the separation point can be considered fixed at the steady separation
location, indicated on this plot of the mean pressure coefficient on the pressure side of
the ellipse.
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Figure 6.3: At the location of pressure-side separation the phase difference between the
component of the external velocity due to the oncoming stream and that induced by
the wake decreases the amplitude of the external velocity (calculated values).
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Figure 6.4: Computed trajectory of the suction-side separation point during an oscil-
lation cycle in the ellipse coordinate system. The leading edge of the ellipse is located
z/c = -0.5, the trailing edge at z/c = 0.5.
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Figure 6.5: Computed trajectory of the suction-side separation point during an oscilla-
tion cycle. The leading edge of the ellipse is located z/c = -0.5, the trailing edge at
xz/c = 0.5. Note that the y coordinate is scaled by b, and thus greatly exaggerated.
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Figure 6.6: Measured unsteady velocity vectors near the stagnation point
(x,t = T;A,t = T/2) (from Mathioulakis and Telionis, 1989). Note that a = c/2,
and their ellipse is placed between 0 < xz/a < 2; therefore the locations z/a = 0.04,0.08
correspond to z/c = -0.48, -0.46 in our coordinate system.
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Figure 6.7: Calculated location of the stagnation point within one period.
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Figure 6.8: Calculated ellipse circulation.
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6.2 The influence of the strength of the unsteadiness on
unsteady separation
We now apply our theory to the oscillating flow past an ellipse of slenderness 1:20
at zero angle of attack. In the following examples, we keep the reduced frequency
constant, A2 = 9, and vary the strength of unsteadiness (the ratio of the amplitude of
the oscillating far-field velocity to its time-mean value E = U-, as in equation (6.1)).
Uoo
The results presented in the present as well as in the following sections, include one
common test case, that with A2 = 9, E = 0.04. We chose this value of the reduced
frequency, because it is close to the frequency of rotor-stator interactions in turboma-
chinery (see section 1.1). The strength of the unsteadiness was chosen to be close to
that selected by Mathioulakis and Telionis. It represents a value easily attainable in an
experiment (as we have noted in section 2.1, our analysis is nonlinear and not restricted
to small amplitudes of oscillation). In figure 6.9 we plot the trajectory which the sepa-
ration point describes during a period, for this test case. The position of the separation
point at four instances (t=O, T/4, T/2, 3T/4) is marked on this plot. The separation
location is plotted in nondimensional coordinates-x* and y* (defined in section 2.3) as it
is obtained from the application of the unsteady separation criterion; xz* measures the
distance along the contour of the ellipse, whereas y* = - normal to it.
In figure 6.10 we plot the separation trajectory using a coordinate system in which
the unit length on both the x and the y axes is the chord of the ellipse.
In figure 6.11 we plot the trajectories of the separation point during an oscillation
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cycle for E = 0.001, 0.005, and 0.01. The x and y axes are scaled by the chord of the
ellipse, c. We have zoomed in the neighbourhood of the steady separation point in
order to distinguish between the three trajectories (notice that the ordinate y spans a
distance 0.0018c). The trailing edge of the ellipse is at z/c = 0.5. As the strength of
the unsteadiness diminishes, the separation trajectory shrinks and moves toward the
location of steady separation. For E = 0 the calculation yields z = Xsteady separation, Y
0, T = 0, as it should.
In figure 6.12 we plot the separation trajectories for E = 0.01, 0.02,0.04. The ampli-
tude of the excursion of the separation point scales with the strength of the unsteadiness.
In the following section we present an explanation for this behaviour as the reduced fre-
quency becomes very large.
We note that the entire separation trajectory lies downstream of the steady separa-
tion location. As the strength of the unsteadiness increases, the scaled skin friction r,
decreases from r = -0.001 to r = -0.05.
The computation requires an initial guess for the time evolution of the two unknowns:
x(t), r(t). If the initial guess is far from the solution, the algorithm fails to converge.
When we want to calculate the separation trajectory for a relatively large value of E (or,
as we will see in the next section, for a value of A2 that is not very large), we obtain an
educated guess by starting from a small value of the strength of the unsteadiness (or a
very large value of the reduced frequency, respectively) and moving towards the desired
value.
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t=O
:T/2
teady Separation
0.474 0.476 0.478 0.480
x/c
0.482 0.484 0.486
Figure 6.9: Separation trajectory and the position of the separation point at four in-
stances within one period in nondimensional coordinates (a = 00, A2 = 9, e = 0.04). The
trailing edge of the ellipse is at x/c = 0.5. The steady separation position is z/c = 0.472.
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Figure 6.10: The separation trajectory in the ellipse coordinate system.
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Figure 6.11: The separation trajectory for varying strength of flow unsteadiness,
C = 0.001,0.005,0.01, and constant reduced frequency, A2 = 9. The separation tra-
jectory shrinks and approaches the location of steady separation as e approaches zero.
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Figure 6.12: The separation trajectory for varying strength of flow unsteadiness,
E = 0.01,0.02,0.04, and constant reduced frequency, X2 = 9. The amplitude of the
separation point excursion scales with c.
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6.3 The influence of the reduced frequency on unsteady
separation
In the unsteady flow past the ellipse of the previous section, we keep the strength
of the unsteadiness constant, E = 0.04 and vary the reduced frequency in the range,
A'2 = 9, 18, 36.
In figure (6.13) we plot the trajectories of the separation point during an oscillation
cycle. As the reduced frequency increases, the separation trajectory shrinks and moves
toward the location of steady separation. (A case with A2 = 500 showed that the
separation trajectory degenerated to the steady separation point.) The "Stokes flow"
affects the "Prandtl flow", as we saw in Chapter 2, (a) by displacing the "basic flow"
by h/A 2 (effect of the wall boundary condition), and (b) by transferring momentum
within the "Prandtl flow" and thus generating a "Reynolds stress". Both effects are
on the order of 1/A2 and as the reduced frequency increases, they become weaker. At
very high values of the reduced frequency the two flows become decoupled. Then, the
"Prandtl flow" is steady and separates as such.
When the reduced frequency is high, y,,ep becomes approximately zero, and since
u*(x,y = O,t) 1/A2 is very small, the second condition for unsteady separation (in
non-dimensional variables):
dz*
P (xsep p, ) + _•2 =dt*
yields:
dxz*ep U* ' U* cos(t*)
dt* A2 A2
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This explains why the amplitude of the separation point excursion scales with the
strength of the unsteadiness and the inverse of the reduced frequency.
Since in the limit of quasi-steady flow, A2 -4 0, the separation point trajectory also
shrinks towards the steady separation point, the distance between the mean position of
the separation point and the steady separation location attains a maximum at some re-
duced frequency (presumably A2 < 1). This is the reduced frequency at which the mean
circulation is also maximized (see section 7.1; for implications regarding aerodynamic
design see section 8.2).
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XY/c
0.460 0.465 0.470 0.475 0.480 0.485 0.490 0.495 0.500
Figure 6.13: The separation trajectory for varying reduced frequency, A2 = 9,18,36,
and constant strength of flow unsteadiness, E = 0.04. The amplitude of the separation
point excursion scales with 1/A2 .
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6.4 The influence of ellipse slenderness on unsteady sep-
aration
As the ellipse becomes slimmer the separation trajectory moves towards the trailing
edge. In figure 6.14 we plot the separation trajectories for three ellipses with slenderness
b/a = 1 : 20, 1 : 30, 1 : 40. The strength of the unsteadiness is E = 0.04 and the reduced
frequency is A2 = 9 in all cases shown in the figure.
3.00
2.40
y/c
a/b=1/20
0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.52
x/c
Figure 6.14: The separation trajectory for varying slenderness ratio, b/a = 1 : 20,
1 : 30, 1 : 40. The reduced frequncy is A2 = 9, and the strength of flow unsteadiness
is E = 0.04. The separation trajectory moves towards the trailing edge as the ellipse
becomes slimmer.
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A parametric study of the circulation and of
the aerodynamic forces acting on an airfoil in
unsteady separated flow
In this chapter we study in detail how the circulation, the aerodynamic forces, and
the moment respond to changes in parameters that determine:
* the flow geometry i.e. the angle of attack and the slenderness of the ellipse
* the unsteady character of the flow i.e. the reduced frequency and the strength of
the unsteadiness
In the calculations that we present, we use the method described in section 5.1, to
calculate the interaction between the airfoil and its wake.
First, we examine how the response of the separation point trajectories to changes
in the above parameters (as established in the last chapter), determines the properties
of the circulation.
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Chapter 7
Our results indicate that, even at small angles of attack, the pressure-side boundary
layer faces a sharply increasing pressure gradient near the trailing edge. In addition,
the induction of the wake is out of phase with the oscillatory part of the oncoming
stream and reduces the amplitude of the local velocity. These two effects combined,
cause the pressure-side boundary layer to separate a short distance downstream of the
steady separation location (which lies a short distance downstream of the minimum
pressure location). This separation point oscillates with a very small amplitude and can
be considered to be fixed with time. Then, it is the motion of the separation point on
the suction-side of the ellipse that controls the circulation. In particular:
* The mean location of the suction-side separation point controls the mean value
of the circulation r. In chapter 6 we have explained why the flow unsteadiness
causes the mean position of unsteady separation to lie downstream of the steady
separation location. This observation reveals that the mean value of the circulation
lies within two bounds:
- the upper bound is the value of the Kutta circulation rKutta; this is the value
of the circulation that causes the trailing edge of the airfoil to be a stagnation
point.
- the lower bound is the value of the circulation, that in steady flow, yields zero
net vorticity flux into the wake. As we have mentioned in the introduction,
it is found by requiring that the external flow velocities at the locations
of steady separation be equal (separation can be located by applying, for
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7.1 How the separation trajectories influence circulation
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example, Stratford's criterion). In the limit of steady flow, letting in equation
(5.2) t = 0, Usep,A = Usep,B = 0, we obtain, uA = uB. Since this method
for determining circulation in steady separated flow was first proposed by
Howarth (1935), we call this value rHowarth-
As the separation point moves in the mean towards the steady separation location
or towards the trailing edge, the mean value of circulation approaches rHowarth or
rKutta respectively.
* The amplitude of the excursion of the suction-side separation point controls the
amplitude of the oscillating part of the circulation F.
* The direction of the motion of the suction-side separation point controls the phase
of the oscillating part of the circulation. As we see in figure 7.1, the time instant
t = T/4 at which the suction-side separation point turns upstream, corresponds
roughly to the maximum value of the circulation r. The time instant t = 3T/4 at
which the suction-side separation point turns downstream corresponds roughly to
the minimum value of the circulation r.
In the last chapter we found how the separation trajectories respond to changes in
the geometry of the airfoil and in the properties of the unsteady flow. Having established
the connection between the behaviour of r(t) and the form of the separation trajectories,
we can now predict the behaviour of the circulation in the following cases:
* When the strength of the flow usteadiness E increases, the suction-side separation
trajectory is swept towards the trailing edge and its amplitude increases propor-
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tionally to E. Then both the mean and the amplitude of the circulation increase
(the latter increases proportionally to e).
* When the reduced frequency A2 increases, the suction-side separation trajectory
moves towards the steady separation point and its amplitude diminishes propor-
tionally to 1/A2 ; therefore, both the mean and the amplitude of the circulation
decrease (the latter decreases proportionally to 1/A2 ).
* When the thickness of the ellipse decreases, the suction-side separation trajectory
moves towards the trailing edge and its amplitude decreases; thus the mean cir-
culation increases, whereas its amplitude decreases, and both tend to the values
predicted by the Kutta condition.
The results that follow verify these predictions.
1.00
0.80
y/c
0.40
0.20
Steady Separation t=3T/4 t=0
t=T/2
0.00 i0.460 0.465 0.470
X/C
U.ZbO
0.286
0.284
- 0.282
cUCO
0.280
0.278
0.276
t=T/4
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
t/T
Figure 7.1: The stationary points t = T/4, /; t = 3T/4 of the suction-side separation tra-
jectory roughly correspond to the stationary points in r*(t). The ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20)
is placed at an angle of attack a = 50 in a stream oscillating with strength E = 0.04 at
reduced frequency A2= 9.
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7.2 The time, evolution of the aerodynamic forces with
varying angle of attack
In this section we describe how the lift and drag change if we place the ellipse of
slenderness ratio 1 : 20 in a stream with velocity
U, =- U,(1 + 0.04 cos(wt)),
and vary the angle of attack in the range a = 10, 30 , 50
The separation point on the pressure side of the ellipse oscillates with a very small
amplitude, even at the smallest angle of attack considered, and for all practical purposes
it can be taken to be fixed at a location which lies downstream of the steady separation
position. At the angles of incidence a = 30 and 50 the pressure-side boundary layer faces
a very steep adverse pressure gradient and separates a short distance downstream of
the location of minimum pressure. At a = 10 the pressure does not rise as abruptly; in
that case, the calculation indicates that the above behaviour is caused by the influence
of the wake. At the first iteration, when we use only the oncoming stream to obtain
the separation trajectories, we find that the amplitude of the separation point excursion
is considerable. When the feedback of the wake is included in the calculation, the
separation trajectory shrinks to practically a point. As we have mentioned in section
6.1 the steady character of the flow at the pressure side region is observed in experiment.
In figure (7.2) we present plots of the non-dimensional circulation for three different
angles of incidence. From these plots one can determine the instantaneous value of the
non-dimensional circulation. The oval encircling the mean value of the non-dimensional
circulation has coordinates (z, y) = (constant + cos(wt), r*(t)) and the value of the
constant for a = 10,30, 50 is 1,3,5 respectively. We think that this is a convenient way
for displaying information on both the angle of attack and the time evolution of the
circulation. We observe that r* is bracketed by the Kutta and the Howarth values of
the circulation.
In figures (7.4), (7.4), and (7.5) we plot the lift coefficient, the drag coefficient, and
the moment coefficient on the ellipse at different angles of incidence.
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Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the nondimensional circulation around an ellipse
(b/a = 1 : 20) at different angles of attack plotted against zo+cos(2 ). For a = 10, 30 , 50
the centre of the oval is placed at z0 = 1,3, 5 respectively. For example, in the case
-= 30, and at the instances t = 0, T/4, T/2,3T/4, the ordinate is z = 4,3,2,3 The
reduced frequency is A2 = 9, and the strength of the flow unsteadiness is c = 0.04.
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Figure 7.3: Time evolution of the lift coefficient on an ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20) at differ-
ent angles of attack. The reduced frequency is A2 = 9, and the strength of the flow
unsteadiness is c = 0.04.
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Figure 7.4: Time evolution of the drag coefficient on an ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20) at
different angles of attack. The reduced frequency is A2 = 9, and the strength of the flow
unsteadiness is E = 0.04.
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Figure 7.5: Time evolution of the moment coefficient on an ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20) at
different angles of attack. The reduced frequency is A2 = 9, and the strength of the flow
unsteadiness is e = 0.04.
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7.3 The influence of the reduced frequency on the aero-
dynamic forces
In the following we place the ellipse at an angle of attack a = 50. We keep the
strength of the flow unsteadiness constant, E = 0.04, and vary the reduced frequency.
In figure (7.6) we plot the time evolution of the nondimensional circulation for three
values of the reduced frequency, A2 = 9, 18, 36. As the reduced frequency increases,
the mean value of the circulation decreases because the mean separation location shifts
upstream for reasons explained in section 6.3. The circulation amplitude also decreases,
because the separation trajectories shrink.
In table 7.1 we compare the amplitude and phase of the circulation predicted (a)
by our method and (b) by classical unsteady wing theory, which assumes the Kutta
condition. We find that the two methods predict similar trends in the amplitude and
phase of circulation, but different actual values. Furthermore, whereas application of
the Kutta condition yields constant r, the new method predicts that r decreases tending
to rHowarth = 0.267.
Table 7.2 shows that the Kutta condition results are approached systematically by
the present method as the ellipse becomes slimmer.
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Table 7.1: The circulation r(t) = 1F+ f cos(wt +O r) around an ellipse calculated by: (a)
assuming smooth flow at the trailing edge and (b) using the new separation criterion,
as the reduced frequency increases (b : a = 1 : 20, a = 50, = 0.04). Note that
r -+ r.Howarth = 0.267 as the reduced frequency increases.
Table 7.2: The circulation r(t) = r + rf cos(wt + Or) around an ellipse calculated by: (a)
assuming smooth flow at the trailing edge and (b) using the new separation criterion,
as the ellipse becomes slimmer (a = 50, 2 = 9, E = 0.04).
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(a) Kutta Condition (b) Separation
A2  r r Or rf Or
9 0.288 0.0015 -500 0.279 0.003 -460
18 0.288 0.001 -520 0.272 0.002 -590
36 0.288 0.0005 -540 0.271 0.001 -650
Slenderness (a) Kutta Condition (b) Separation
Ratio r r Or r r 8r
1:20 0.288 0.0015 -500 0.279 0.003 -460
1:50 0.279 0.002 -460 0.279 0.002 -460
In figure 7.7 we plot the time evolution of the lift coefficient as the reduced frequency
increases.
If we compare the change of the circulation amplitude with reduced frequency to
the corresponding change of the lift amplitude, we notice a striking difference in the
form of response. This is because the lift, apart from a term proportional to r, contains
a term proportional to ý- which increases, and even dominates (compare the curves
corresponding to A2 = 18 and 36), as the reduced frequency increases.
In figure 7.8 we show how the drag coefficient changes as the reduced frequency
changes. As we have shown in chapter 5, the drag is the sum of the "buoyancy-like"
force, created by the pressure gradient that accelerates the flow, and the "apparent
mass" force which acts in the direction of the vector change of the free stream velocity
(in our problem the free stream velocity does not change direction and the "apparent
mass" force is purely drag, see chapter 5). As expected, the average value of the drag
is zero, and its amplitude scales with the reduced frequency.
Finally, in figure 7.9 we plot the time evolution of the moment coefficient for the
above values of the reduced frequency. The moment coefficient is negative, tending to
stall the ellipse.
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Figure 7.6: Time evolution of the nondimensional circulation for varying reduced fre-
quency (A2 = 9,18, 36) and constant strength of flow unsteadiness(e = 0.04). The cir-
culation is bracketed by rKutta = 0.283 and rHowarth = 0.267. The ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20)
is at an angle of attack a = 50 .
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Figure 7.7: Time evolution of the lift coefficient for varying reduced frequency
(A = 9,18,36) and constant strength of flow unsteadiness(E = 0.04). The ellipse
(b/a = 1: 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50 .
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Figure 7.8: Time evolution of the drag coefficient for varying reduced frequency
(A2 = 9,18,36) and constant strength of flow unsteadiness(e = 0.04). The ellipse
(b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50 .
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Figure 7.9: Time evolution of the moment coefficient for varying reduced frequency
(A2 = 9,18,36) and constant strength of flow unsteadiness(e = 0.04). The ellipse
(b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack ca = 50 .
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7.4 The influence of the strength of the flow unsteadiness
on the aerodynamic forces
In figure 7.10 we plot the non-dimensional circulation about an ellipse of slenderness
1:20, at angle of attack a = 50 and reduced frequency A2 = 9 against non-dimensional
time, for three different values of stength of unsteadiness E = 0.04,0.02,0.01.
The amplitude of oscillation in r scales with the strength of the unsteadiness. It
is noted, however, that the mean value of the circulation differs in the three cases.
This is explained on examination of the corresponding "separation trajectories", which
reveals that the time-mean location of the separation point is different (figure 7.11). As
E increases, the mean location of the separation point is displaced downstream. The
situation resembles more the idealized situation where the Kutta condition holds and
the mean value of the circulation is higher. The amplitude of the excursion of the
separation point, which is proportional to the strength of the unsteadiness, determines
the amplitude of the circulation.
The lift coefficient (see figure 7.12) follows the same trends as the circulation.
In figure 7.13 we show how the drag coefficient changes as the strength of the un-
steadiness changes. As expected, its amplitude scales with c.
Finally, in figure 7.14 we plot the time evolution of the moment coefficient for the
above values of e.
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Figure 7.10: Time evolution of the nondimensional circulation for varying strength
of flow unsteadiness(E = 0.04,0.02,0.01) and constant reduced frequency (A2 = 9).
The circulation is bracketed by rKutta = 0.283 and rHowarth = 0.267. The ellipse
(b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50
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Figure 7.11: Trajectories of the separation point on the suction side of the ellipse during
an oscillation cycle for varying strength of flow unsteadiness(e = 0.04,0.02,0.01) and
constant reduced frequency (A2 = 9). The ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack
, = 50
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Figure 7.12: Time evolution of the lift coefficient for varying strength of flow
unsteadiness(e = 0.04,0.02,0.01) and constant reduced frequency (A2 = 9). The el-
lipse (b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50 .
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Figure 7.13: Time evolution of the drag coefficient for varying strength of flow
unsteadiness(e = 0.04,0.02,0.01) and constant reduced frequency (A2 = 9). The el-
lipse (b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50.
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Figure 7.14: Time evolution of the moment coefficient for varying strength of flow
unsteadiness (E = 0.04,0.02,0.01). and constant reduced frequency (A2 = 9). The
ellipse (b/a = 1 : 20) is at an angle of attack a = 50.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and recommendations for future
research
8.1 Conclusions
A new unsteady separation criterion for high frequency flows has been developed.
This criterion is simple to use (because its only inputs are parameters of the external
flow) and requires small computational effort (see section 4.2). Based on this criterion,
we have calculated how the interaction between the airfoil and its wake determines the
time evolution of the airfoil circulation. The new separation criterion plays for high
frequency, separated flows the role that the Kutta condition plays for flows around thin
airfoils.
It reveals that the mean circulation lies in an interval with upper bound the value
of the Kutta circulation, rKutta, and lower bound the value of the circulation that in
steady flow yields zero net vorticity flux rHowart h . This is because the mean location of
the separation point on the suction-side of the ellipse, which controls the mean value of
the circulation (see chapters 6 and 7), always lies downstream of the steady separation
location for reasons explained in chapter 6. As the mean location of separation moves
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towards the steady separation location or towards the trailing edge, the mean value of
circulation approaches rHowarth or TKutta respectively. The amplitude of the circulation
is controlled by the the amplitude of the excursion of the suction-side separation point
(see section 7.1).
For a given reduced frequency and as the strength of the flow unsteadiness increases,
the separation trajectory shifts in the mean towards the trailing edge, and thus the mean
value of the circulation tends towards rKutta. The breadth of the separation trajectory
increases, and as a consequence the amplitude of the circulation increases.
When the reduced frequency increases, while the strength of flow unsteadiness re-
mains constant, the separation trajectory shrinks and its mean position shifts towards
the location of steady separation. This result at first sight seems paradoxical, but
can be easily explained by considering how the boundary layer responds to unsteadi-
ness as the reduced frequency increases. The contribution of the "Stokes component"
of the boundary layer velocity to the displacement thickness, which is proportional to
I (see section 3.1), becomes unimportant relative to that of the "Prandtl
Nreduced frequency
component" at high reduced frequencies. Thus separation (identified by a dramatic in-
crease in the displacement thickness) occurs when the "Prandtl flow" separates. The
coupling between the two velocity distributions, which generates unsteadiness in the
"Prandtl velocity", becomes weaker as the reduced frequency increases. The steady
character of the "Prandtl flow" becomes even more pronounced, and it separates like
a steady boundary layer. The steady streaming, which makes the "Prandtl flow" more
energetic compared to a steady boundary layer and thus delays separation, scales with
the inverse of the reduced frequency and in the limit of very high reduced frequency be-
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comes negligible. Then., the "Prandtl flow" separates at the steady separation location,
and the mean circulation tends to rHowarth-
The theory and its implementation on the computer were tested against:
* experimental observations (see section 6.1). The reduced frequency of the exper-
iment, \A2  1, indicates that the flow has a dual character: quasi-steady and
unsteady. The success of our criterion in predicting separation for this case, sug-
gests that mainly the unsteady effects control the flow behaviour at separation.
* established theoretical predictions in the limits of:
- steady flow. The unsteady separation criterion reduces to the Stratford cri-
terion in the limit of vanishing unsteadiness (see chapter 4). In section 6.2
we showed that the computation reproduces the steady results as E -+ 0.
- very thin ellipse. As the slenderness ratio of the ellipse tends to zero, the
results approach systematically those obtained by using the Kutta condition
(see sections 7.2, and 6.4).
- very high reduced frequency (see section 6.3).
8.2 Suggestions for future research
An immediate extension of the present theory would be the calculation of the sepa-
rated flow past an airfoil performing rotational oscillations. Let us consider the situation
arising when the airfoil itself moves in an unsteady fashion in the fluctuating oncoming
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stream. We then refer the flow to a coordinate system which is fixed to the airfoil and
has its origin at the centre of rotation. The free-stream velocity is determined by the
relative motion of the oncoming stream with respect to the moving frame of reference.
The momentum equation in the inertial frame of reference is:
1da + vVX' = -- VP
p
where a' and Ga denote the acceleration and the vorticity of a fluid particle at a point
P.
Suppose now that the airfoil is rotating with angular velocity f1 about the point O
which is moving with velocity udo and acceleration do. The velocity and acceleration of
the fluid particle in the frame of reference fixed to the airfoil are:
tr = Ua - iio - (O x OfP); ,a = a• - do - 2(1 x ir)
The vorticity is:
Wr •a - 2O
and the momentum equation becomes:
r + 2(f x l ) + V x• = -(do + -Vp)
The Coriolis force contributes a term 2vil in the streamwise momentum balance. Should
this term be included in the boundary layer equations?
The transverse velocity, v, in the boundary layer approximation is on the order of
v ^ , where U, 6p, and c are a velocity scale, the boundary layer thickness, and theC '
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chord of the airfoil respectively. If w is a typical frequency of the airfoil rotation, the
magnitude of the Coriolis term is approximately:
2v0 ~ U6p,
C
Compared with the convection terms, which are on the order of $, the Coriolis force
is - / 2 U6W - • / - times smaller. In the applications of interest (see introduction),
A2 = -= 9 whereas the Reynolds number is 2 - 106. Thus, the Coriolis force is about
-U-
160 times smaller than the convective terms and can be neglected. In the case of an
F-15 in maneuver: =- = 0.12 and Re = 4.106; then, the Coriolis terms are 16,000
times smaller than the convection terms. Since the contribution of the Coriolis force
to the streamwise momentum equation can be neglected, nothing would change in the
modelling of the boundary layer. The unsteady separation criterion has been derived
without any restrictive assumptions for the external velocity and thus could be used to
determine the airfoil circulation. The potential flow about the rotating airfoil, which
is the input to the separation criterion, would be easy to calculate (see for example
Drela, 1990, pp. 11-12). Some extra work would be needed to account for the motion
of the stagnation point when calculating the length of the "equivalent constant pressure
region."
In order to apply the present theory to an airfoil with arbitrary geometry, one could
use the mapping function employed by Drela (1990, pp. 5-7) to conformally map any
airfoil geometry in the physical plane z to the unit circle in the S plane. Drela uses a
time-depended mapping z(l, t) to allow rotation of the airfoil in time. The derivative
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8z/8l of this function is:
dz 1 )1-o-a(•) = (1 - 1 )-'exp(- Cn-n)e- a
n=O
where & is the instantaneous angle of attack in the airfoil frame (see section 5.2), and
rce is the trailing edge angle. The complex coefficients Cn can be specified from any
airfoil shape z. Of course for practical applications a finite number of these coefficients
needs to be calculated, and a method for their calculation is given in the above reference.
Then the potential flow about the airfoil is known and the unsteady separation criterion
yields the circulation.
The present theory has been applied to cases where separation occurs near the
trailing edge of the airfoil. This has been dictated by the model that we have chosen
to represent the wake: a single row of vortices. In section 5.6 we have proven that
the two shear layers emanating from the two separation points (modelled by vortex
panels) can be replaced by a point vortex located downstream of the trailing edge.
Furthermore, the comparison with experimental results in chapter 6 shows that leading
edge separation is predicted well by our separation criterion. Mathioulakis and Telionis
point out that "with vortex shedding activities displaced far downstream, (suction-side)
separation is very little affected by periodicity in the wake." The present theory predicts
not only separation, but the circulation of the ellipse as well, as indicated by the good
agreement between the measured and predicted location of the stagnation point at the
two instances in time for which data are available. It would be particularly interesting
to find what improvement the modelling of the free shear layer (using the vortex panels
of section 5.6) adds to the present model in the case of leading edge separation.
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The present theory could be extended to the calculation of unsteady separated flow
past a cascade of airfoils. The unsteady separation criterion uses as only inputs pa-
rameters of the potential flow. The potential flow past the airfoil in the cascade could
be calculated by one of the standard methods, (for reviews of the subject see Traupel,
1942, section 6.4, and Horlock section 2.5). The circulation then could be determined
as in the present work by finding the separation point trajectories.
Then a simplification proposed by Sears (1975) could be used. He suggested a dual
model according to which the circulation is determined by a boundary layer calculation
requiring a complete picture of the airfoil's contour and its stagnation point (it is this
part of the calculation that our theory simplifies), but the lift and moment are calculated
as in thin airfoil theory.
He based his proposition on the following argument: If the angle of attack, amplitude
of oscillations, and thickness ratio are on the order 0(E), the model must predict fluctu-
ations in the aerodynamic quantities to that order. Indeed, the equation that yields the
rate of change of the airfoil circulation (5.2) involves quantities like the external flow
velocity, and the speed of the separation points, which fluctuate with amplitude O(E).
On the other hand, the streamwise and normal displacement of the two vortical layers
emanating from the upper and lower surface, as well as the displacement of the wake
from the streamwise plane, and the departure of the speed of the free vortices from U,,
are effects of order higher than O(c). McCune et al. (1990) have performed calculations
with a nonlinear wake (assuming the Kutta condition) and proved that the last two
effects are indeed of order higher than O(c).
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Thus the problem of the unsteady flow past a cascade of airfoils with trailing edge
separation, reduces to the problem of unsteady flow past a cascade of flat plates whose
circulation as a function of time is known. The interaction between the blades and their
wakes is a much harder problem that must be attacked in the spirit of the work of von
Karmin and Sears (1938).
An extension of the present work to turbulent flows would be particularly interesting.
If we denote by u' the turbulent fluctuations (whose ensemble average is zero, < u' >= 0,
and should not be confused with the average over a period of oscillation, < U >= b),
we could quite confidently assume that the turbulent fluctuations and the periodic
oscillations are uncorrelated, so that < u'f >= 0, < u'2 >= 0. Then, if we represent
the boundary layer velocity by u(x, y, t) + u', we find the following momentum equation
for the non-turbulent velocity component:
au a a a2  au aU
+ (u-+ -)u- = - +U + R(zy)Tt TX Ty ) yz 9 t az
The greatest difficulty is the correct modelling of the Reynolds stress of the turbulent
fluctuations, R(x, y). If this is achieved, then we can analyze the above equation as in
chapter 2, with the only difference that the "basic flow" is driven by U-9• + R(z, ).
In deriving the turbulent separation criterion, the outer part of the "basic flow"
would be treated as in the laminar case. The inner part must be modified along the
following lines. Equation (4.7) reads:
ar dp
Say y
and for small y yields:
r = rw + y •dz
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According to the "Prandtl mixing length hypothesis" the turbulent stress in the near
wall region is:
T = p( + K2 2y UI uay ay
where Ky is the mixing length, and K is the von Karma-n constant (approximately
equal to 0.41). Elimination of r between the above two equations yields the form of the
"basic velocity" profile near the wall. Then, the inner and outer velocities are patched
together, and the "basic velocity" is used to build the second order components (steady
and unsteady) of the "Prandtl velocity". The major difference between laminar and
turbulent separation is that the latter occurs at a streamwise location which depends
on the Reynolds number.
More experimental investigations of the phenomenon of unsteady separation are
needed. For the range of high reduced frequency, which is of particular interest for
turbomachinery applications, there are no experimental data available. There is an
inherent difficulty in locating unsteady separation. In order to identify the exact location
of separation, an observer must be moving with the speed of the separation point. In
the present work we have established that, at high reduced frequencies, the sign reversal
of the wall stress does not indicate that the flow has separated. On the other hand flow
breakaway and abrupt increase of the boundary layer thickness are clear indications of
separation. Experiments on high frequency separation would test the accuracy of the
criterion that we propose.
It has been known from experimental observations that unsteadiness delays sep-
aration, and the present work explains this phenomenon by showing how the steady
streaming decreases the momentum thickness. But the rest of the predicted trends in
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the response of the mean separation location to changes in A2 and e need experimental
verification. An experiment where the reduced frequency increases from zero, while
the strength of unsteadiness remains constant, would show that initially, at low reduced
frequency, the mean separation location moves downstream of the steady separation po-
sition and later, as the reduced frequency reaches very high values, it moves upstream
and eventually asymptotes the location of steady separation. This suggests that there
is a maximum in circulation for some reduced frequency. That value should be chosen
in the design, say of cascades, where the spacing of the blades of the upstream row
determines the reduced frequency of the blade-wake interaction.
Appendix A
Why the boundary layer cannot be divided
when the reduced frequency is low
In this appendix we explain why the method of dividing the flowfield into two compo-
nents, driven by the mean and the oscillatory part of the pressure gradient respectively,
fails when the reduced frequency of the external oscillation is low (Gibson, 1957, p.
224).
In this case, the Prandtl thickness is smaller than the Stokes thickness (A = A < 1).
In the part of the "Stokes layer" that lies above the edge of the "Prandtl layer" the
"Prandtl velocity" has attained its free-stream value (up, vP) = (-, -ypf + Wp(, t))
Using the dimensionless parameters defined in section 2.2, we write the momentum
equation for the "Stokes flow" as follows:
a dU a aU[ (Us + u)- + (v, - U. ] (us +  ) - U
au, A2  u a 2u. a•+•W + A2 ( ) = 0
P +y, at ay2 at
au, Ov,8 +  
=V 0 (A.1)
t); (O) (A.2)y,
y, = co :u. = U(x, t); y. = 0: U, = -up(O), v. = 0 (A.2)
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The first order system is:
-- a dU a aU
[ (u.,o + )~- + (v.,o - ) ]i (,o + U) = U
a(u,,o + U) += o(vo -
adz y,
dU
y = oo : u8 ,o + U = U; y, = 0 : u,o = -up(O), vo,o - y = 0dx
Let us introduce the stream function 4:
-ao du a 8ku8,o + U = , t1, - dUay, dz a
Then, if we differentiate the last momentum equation with respect to y, we obtain:
=0
a [y.,z]
The latter has two possible solutions:
= constant, or 0 = f( 0 )
According to the boundary condition at infinity 4 - yU, and 2. = 0. Then the
ay.
last solution yields O= constant, leading to a contradiction, and thus it is unacceptable.
Therefore, i = a(t)y. + b(x, t)y,. + c(x, t).
Because of the boundary condition at infinity: a = 0, b = U(x, t).
The boundary condition at the wall yields: v,,o = - = 0, thus c = c(t) only.
Therefore (u,,o, v,,O) is the potential solution:
aU
US,o = U, v8,o = -y x
az
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Since it satisfies (A.2) identically, all the higher order "Stokes components" are identi-
cally zero. Then the "Prandtl system" is the general unsteady boundary layer equation
with the corresponding boundary conditions. The method of partial solutions has not
succeeded.
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Appendix B
A simplification in the "Stokes equations"
In this appendix we show how the system (2.4) can be simplified by replacing up and
vp by their Taylor series expansions about the point (X, y, = 0). The rationale for this
substitution is that the "Stokes thickness" is small compared to the "Prandtl thickness"
( _= = 1 < 1). Then,
up = EYP a-(z, 0)
,=o n! aypn
VP = E Yp O-p(2, 0)
n=o n!oypn
00 1 y nn a " u ,
= ( v ,o, o0)
n=O
E-- (-z, 0)
n=o n! aypn
The boundary condition at the wall requires that vp(x,O) = 0, while utp(z,O) $ 0 is
allowed by the coupling condition.
The system (2.4) becomes:
au, a09 a2u8
at at ay.2
1 0a
S{ [ (us, + up) -+ (v, + AV,,) ' ] (u, + up)09Y.
-(U + up) -(X + up) - (AVp +V,)aUP }=oay,
By substituting in this equation the above expressions for (up, v,) written as:
up = a• a"(2, 0) - up (z, 0) + Si
n=O n! ay
00 1 yn avVP = P (, 0)
n=O n! aypn SEa• (z, 0) + S2A ayp
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we get:
alus a a2Uo
at aat +y
+ { [ (U, + up (Z 0o)) x, (V+, AI (Z, 0))9 ] (u + u (z,0))A ap a y0)
-(U + upp(X, O))T (U + up(X, O)) + (S+
a a(us + ,p(,(, o))T + , s +dzaY
as1U-( x+, , 0,)) -ax
au, au
at at
S as,
ax
a(S
+ AS2 a )(u, + up(, o)) +ay.
+ AS2 )Ss- Sia(U + up(x, )) -
(Aas
oy,
a2u,
ay8+
{ + )) + (v + a, ( + u )) -+T2 { [(us + up,(, 1o)) x + + v, . (+ 8 ))t- ( + u( ,o))-A ayp ay, (l )
-(U + up(x, O))- ( + p(x, 0)) + (Sla9+ aX + AS2  )u, +dy,)u
( + (a
+ [ (us + up(,o 0)) + vo,-x Y8dy
-(U + up(x, 0)) •ax aS1- S1 8z
] S+ + (S + AS2 )S==
-(XS2 + V,) =0ay,
aUt ati a2Ua--t at ay; +
1
++T{ [ (u, + up(x, 0)
-( + up(z, o)) T(
a
[(U8 - U)5- + (V,
alul au a2u,
at at aa,+
) + (v, + A~ (0))-. ] (u,. + up(, 0)) -
+a(x, o)) + (sT + S2)(- U)+
-v)-• s }= =
{ -(U + up(Z, 0)) a( x + u(z,o))
atr
+ [(, + up (X,)) +(v. +yY (X,0) (u + up,(X, 0)) } +ax a y, aY8
+ 1 n! aypn
a
+ [ [( - a) + (v, -
+z-
)(z, 0)
V)
ay,
I+ (, 0) - (u(n + 1)! ayp;+ 1  ay.
y n anUin (x,0) } =0
n! ay ,
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atup(,o 0)
ax
- Si (U + up(X, 0)) -
I I
Appendix C
The nondimensional form of the "Prandtl
velocity" distribution
In this appendix we cast the "Prandtl velocity" (in the inner part of the boundary
layer) in nondimensional form. We start by nondimensionalizing the "basic velocity",
which is the building block for constructing the "Prandtl velocity":
Ub Y+ P2P 2p+-jp 2p s 12p(rf - r,)
Dividing by the reference velocity Urn:
ub r,
Um 1AUm
2 Y
2/.Um
()2 -
12AUm(Trf - 7w)
and rewriting the terms in the latter as
r, rf
rf 'UUm
_ 0.33206p/Um, 'M . cUrnA V U
= 0.33206rv. y* = 0.33206r ,
P) I -(*)2 VC (p*I *) 2
2,pU U 2
((-p*)I)2 2 U4
-
-~12(1 - --L)0.33206j4Um•V
-0.25096 ) 1-r
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T•, Y
ptUm
P 2
2jAUm
(p)2
12AUrn(r -, r.)
(c.1)
(C.2)
(C.3)(y*))3 (C,)A/1Um
, 0.33206r
u b y* Y (*)' + D*+ 2 (y*)2 + D*(y*)S
where:
D* = -o.25096o((p))2VX-
1--r
Now, we write for the second order component of the mean "Prandtl velocity":
_,_ h hru
up,'2 = =UM 1A UM+ Y
+tmum
3hD
JAUm
Using the relations
h 31 UU'h 2w r
2w r7
3p U*(U*) '
2w Tr n
2 r 0.33206 PLUI
-4
.5 17 26 U(~ Um FV-C
WC wV UmVc
-4
.5 1 726 U(U) V '6
r A2
A2
and
y*
the three right-hand-side terms of i, 2 can be written as:
B* rwy 1
A2 LUm y" -
B* 0.33206r(using (C.2)) 0A 2 VX-*
B* -Yy2 1
=A2 Uy = (using
3B* Dy 3 1
= A U *= (using
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we get
hArw.UUMB* rwJrUm
3hD 2 2
;Um y
B*~D
3•Um
3B*
(C.4)) D*(y*A2
B* •iA2 (P*)y
3B*
-- D*(y*)21/-1Y *
m
B* 1(C.2)) (p*)'(y*)2A2 Y *y')
Thus,
B* 0.33206rUp, = + (_*)'y* + 3D'* (y*)2)A2 V(X *
where:
B* = -4.51726 
(
and by adding the latter to the "basic flow" we get:
-- _0.33206r B*
u•- ( + y*)+ (p~*)'y*( B+ y* ) + D*(y*)'( + y*)
The unsteady component of the "Prandtl velocity" is:
1 a u b 8UUp,2 '=( U - Ub)' + Up
w Uz byUbz1 Bu1
4 ay
Expressed in dimensionless variables:
Up,2
Um
1 U2 r1 { (iU -7j*)I+ 7. *t= U, m {(U"* t-U')'+ (U * .y)'[-0.33206 y*WUm C 4 (U/Xo3o4
-0.5(p*)'(y*)2 - D*(y*)S+ 0.33206 y* + 0.5(p*)'(y*)2
-&*It~i ~ ~i~0.5(~*)I'Xy*)+D(s) }
-U*I_ [ 0.33206y*( )' + 0.5(P*)"(y*)2 + D*(y*) ]}
The end result is:
p,2 =Sp t~r-XU* 1 -0.33206( )'Ull*-2 U
+o.5 f (0*I )z)'(I')' - U*' I •p'*)I" (Y*)2
-2( _ D + (D) (
+ I -2(U*It..I)UD* + U*IT.(D*)'] (y*)S}
4 4
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+ 3D*(y*) 3
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